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Joel Osteen "America's Pastor"

May I PUKE. I guess he's coming to Denver soon and is on the local ABC news channel here for
the pre advertising. That he is billed as "America's Pastor" says everything.............. considering
America is no longer the Light of the World it was hoped to become.
[link to www.joelosteen.com]
Now I want you to read above. I am going to put a couple quotes from it here, I would post it all, its
not long, but we have to consider keeping GLP out of trouble.
There are many different ways that people see God. Some people see Him as a God who is far
off, way out there, untouchable, somewhere in the universe. Some people see Him in a very
formal way where they have a deep respect and reverential fear of Him. Some people see God as
a God who is just out to get them. They think He has a baseball bat, looking down from heaven
and waiting for them to make a mistake. They feel a pressure that they can never live up to. If
that's you today, understand that that's a wrong image of God. The best picture we could have of
God is the picture we see in scripture—the picture of God as a loving father.
Ok, not so bad. Some reasonable Truth. So what is missing in this image? The FACT that God is
not a sky person up there someplace. The FACT that YOU who are ensouled with Father
Fragments, are Son's of God, in various levels of development. The Father FRAGMENT that you
possess IS the FATHER Beloveds. He is YOUR GOD. He sends a MIND PIECE OF HIMSELF to
LIVE IN YOUR MIND.
YOU have to be in meditation or in some quiet state of mind before you can here him. And when
you DO, you tend to say, Jesus told me so. Will NO. God the Father and Jesus are not the same
individuals, except that He WHO HAS SEEN the CREATOR SON, has Seen the Father. And most
back then had no idea of that anyway. Not even the apostles.
But lets not pay attention to the Creator Son right now. Lets go with the FATHER WITHIN YOU.
HE IS YOUR BEST FRIEND. YOUR MENTOR. He does not however run around as a sky person
making all your dreams come true. Joe made me nearly throw up this morning with all that bullshit.
He described how GOD wouldn't let him and his wife buy a fancy house and they had to thus get
and old junk heap which they fixed up and sold for twice as much as they paid. Really? That is the
FATHER WITHIN that prevented the big house. Probably it was their budget. Joel does not LOOK
Father Indwelt to me, and his wife is even worse, she so had the "reptilian" look about her.
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If JOEL and wifey are people of GOD, they would be teaching MEDITATION and the concept of
the FATHER WITHIN. And sometimes when it does seem this bearded person called God, has
other plans for you, perhaps that is the work of your guardian angels and guides for you older
souls here.
While Joel uses a bit of TRUTH, he is so shallow that it is a LIE. Don't think of God as a FATHER,
KNOW HIM AS THE FATHER WITHIN YOUR SOUL, accessed by meditation. So they tell a bit of
truth to HOOK ONES, and then proceed to work for the antichrist.
-------------------------------------------Go here today: Thread: The NON Houla Massacre and do something right from your heart.

The ONLY thing that matters in a nutshell is that you develop IDEALS set ahead of you and strive
to develop your soul/mind and Heart. Always then will soul progress be made. Just believing on
Jesus does not cut the mustard.
AbundantHope is THE 2nd Coming organization, and a ground/heaven partnership with Jesus
himself. [link to www.abundanthope.net]
--------------------------------------------rb
User ID: 2426617
United States
04/22/2012 12:45 PM
only those who enter God's covenant via belief in Jesus Christ -- that He died for our sins and
rose from the dead to provide us the free gift of eternal life -- have the Holy Spirit within
it is not a default position for all. we have to ask Him to come in by believing in Jesus.
love rb
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4619492
United States
04/22/2012 01:05 PM
May I PUKE. I guess he's coming to Denver soon and is on the local ABC news channel here for
the pre advertising. That he is billed as "America's Pastor" says everything.............. considering
America is no longer the Light of the World it was hoped to become.
[link to www.joelosteen.com]
Now I want you to read above. I am going to put a couple quotes from it here, I would post it all, its
not long, but we have to consider keeping GLP out of trouble.
There are many different ways that people see God. Some people see Him as a God who is far
off, way out there, untouchable, somewhere in the universe. Some people see Him in a very
formal way where they have a deep respect and reverential fear of Him. Some people see God as
a God who is just out to get them. They think He has a baseball bat, looking down from heaven
and waiting for them to make a mistake. They feel a pressure that they can never live up to. If
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that's you today, understand that that's a wrong image of God. The best picture we could have of
God is the picture we see in scripture—the picture of God as a loving father.
Ok, not so bad. Some reasonable Truth. So what is missing in this image? The FACT that God is
not a sky person up there someplace. The FACT that YOU who are ensouled with Father
Fragments, are Son's of God, in various levels of development. The Father FRAGMENT that you
possess IS the FATHER Beloveds. He is YOUR GOD. He sends a MIND PIECE OF HIMSELF to
LIVE IN YOUR MIND.
YOU have to be in meditation or in some quiet state of mind before you can here him. And when
you DO, you tend to say, Jesus told me so. Will NO. God the Father and Jesus are not the same
individuals, except that He WHO HAS SEEN the CREATOR SON, has Seen the Father. And most
back then had no idea of that anyway. Not even the apostles.
But lets not pay attention to the Creator Son right now. Lets go with the FATHER WITHIN YOU.
HE IS YOUR BEST FRIEND. YOUR MENTOR. He does not however run around as a sky person
making all your dreams come true. Joe made me nearly throw up this morning with all that bullshit.
He described how GOD wouldn't let him and his wife buy a fancy house and they had to thus get
and old junk heap which they fixed up and sold for twice as much as they paid. Really? That is the
FATHER WITHIN that prevented the big house. Probably it was their budget. Joel does not LOOK
Father Indwelt to me, and his wife is even worse, she so had the "reptilian" look about her.
If JOEL and wifey are people of GOD, they would be teaching MEDITATION and the concept of
the FATHER WITHIN. And sometimes when it does seem this bearded person called God, has
other plans for you, perhaps that is the work of your guardian angels and guides for you older
souls here.
While Joel uses a bit of TRUTH, he is so shallow that it is a LIE. Don't think of God as a FATHER,
KNOW HIM AS THE FATHER WITHIN YOUR SOUL, accessed by meditation. So they tell a bit of
truth to HOOK ONES, and then proceed to work for the antichrist.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

your the one spreading the antichrists lies.
Joel preaches the Great God and Savior Jesus Christ. Believe on the name of the Lord Jesus
Christ and be saved.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 10223986
United States
04/22/2012 01:08 PM
This guys is a fuckin genius!! I think he is worth well over 20 million.....
seems like a good guy, good speaker, reasonable person, a lot of what he preaches about is
actually good advice...
he just uses GOD and JESUS to gain his fortune.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1064657
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United States
04/22/2012 01:14 PM
It so very wrong for these mega preachers to be collecting millions upon millions of dollars and
they live like oligarchs.
Sure, they help people. They mostly help themselves though. If they truly loved humanity, they
would live modest lives and truly live as Jesus did. They send the wrong message.
They are well known people and I feel they should earn enough for protection and to host VIP's
and travel as necessary to help others. But the income they take in is a travesty.
anonymous
User ID: 1593458
United States
04/22/2012 01:27 PM
Jeremiah 23:1-6 speaks to these "pastors".
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 14097577
United States
04/22/2012 01:30 PM
Just another Torahless charlatan for babel who would NOT recognize the original Mashiyach if he
were standing right in front of him.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
04/22/2012 01:43 PM

only those who enter God's covenant via belief in Jesus Christ -- that He died for our sins and
rose from the dead to provide us the free gift of eternal life -- have the Holy Spirit within
it is not a default position for all. we have to ask Him to come in by believing in Jesus.
love rb
Quoting: rb 2426617

NO this was NEVER EVER Taught by GOD or JESUS. For it is a LIE. And a lot of stuff even in the
OT, is the miserably misunderstanding of that group of people in those days, so miserable that is
one reason for choosing that area for the Incarnation. The orientals and those in Western
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Hemisphere at the time were fr advanced of that, and even in India they were too.
NOBODY can DIE for your sins. And only people who are working on purpose against God
knowingly, sin. all the other stuff is errors in judgement while the soul is learning.
The Holy Spirit within, is the FATHER FRAGMENT which is FIRST PERSON TRINITY making
YOU a SON of the FATHER. A Faith Son at first, and a real son later on in the evolutionary
journey. Once you know enough truth and have had enough life experience to make a real choice
to pursue eternity, your MIND/Soul will MERGE with your FAther Fragment, which if done WHILE
embodied, will consume the body. This very thing doesn't happen much on this world and if
witnessed, most would assume you were just murdered by God, from the bright flash produced.
Eternity is a long long time. There are beings already trillions of years old. It is not this simple.
Your FATHEr FRAGMENT is NOT EVEN INVITED BY YOU. If this is your first life, it shows up
automatically when you make your first real MORAL decision, and on this planet, the average age
for that is 5.
You ones are not told truth. I find it worse than sad because this delusion actually slows your soul
growth,, which IS the satanic idea.
Jesus was never the name of the Christed Ones that came anyway 2000 years ago. Now I ask, in
honesty, what about all those born into other religions and cultures? They go to hell right? NO.
They have the same opportunity to learn about the GOD within as do you. Has NOTHING to do
with"believing" ON the name Jesus . It does involve consciously learning to walk in the shoes of
GOD so that you manifest him on this world. the Joel Osteen types do not teach that, at all. They
keep you from discovering yourself.
He did NOT rise from the DEAD. He never DIED, meaning his body. How does a BODY rise from
the dead, you hve confused this great soul with the body. NONE of you are your BODY. You are
your SPIRIT. and the way your describe your holy spirit within, while laudable in a sense, you
have just ignored your own soul/spirit that is still separate from your Father Fragment.
Do you MEDITATE? IF SO, congratulations. If you have truly "heard" your Father Fragment
(which again is not the Holy Spirit, not the 3rd person trinity,, but it doesn't matter so much), this
means that you had your MIND quieted enough that your FAther Fragment, could get a world in
edgewise.
You ones have got to stop separating and making yourselves Special and Different from all your
other brothers and sisters trying to know god on this planet. And I highly am appalled with that.
That is why I asked above how about Muslims et all.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
04/22/2012 01:52 PM
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This guys is a fuckin genius!! I think he is worth well over 20 million.....
seems like a good guy, good speaker, reasonable person, a lot of what he preaches about is
actually good advice...
he just uses GOD and JESUS to gain his fortune.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 10223986

SOME OF IT IS GOOD ADVICE, but still he does not let you know where GOD IS! He tells lies
after lies, I listened to some this morning, which is why I made this thread, about how God works.
He said think of God as a Father, but he leaves out the most important teaching of all, that the
Father is right inside of you and not up there some place. If churches actually taught how to
connect with the Father Within (the quakers know this, only ones I have found that do), and how
you ARE guided and about HOW your grow your soul and learn, this world would NOT be in the
shit that it is.
Joel is not leading you to WHERE GOD IS. And you know what, when people believe those
stories he tells about his life, and the way he teaches about god, if that idea of God doesn't work
out, people leave God, Sometimes they find God in other resources, sometimes not.
I know a Mormon lady, well she's an ex mormon, she made them take her off their rolls, didi
everything in the long lists of things that would guarantee that she would be blessed. Will she and
mormon husband got a construction loan, a temporary situation to build a house, which they put in
almost every nail and most of the plumbing and electricity themselves, they built the house,
literally.
Then when done, and then went to convert to a regular mortage, they were denied and they lost
their house to a filthy mormon banker. This happens in other forms of Christianity too, the filth is
everywhere on this world.
IT BROKE HER FOR A TIME and her recovery was long. The day they had to move out of house
they built and for which they has prequalified for the regular mortgage when the house was
finished, she hit the ground hard screaming what about her BLESSINGS from the Lord as she had
always followed the teachings. Well in a way, it was a blessing she got the hell out of there,
guided the Conversations with God books which helped her stand back up.
Joel teaches your to accept SHIT as "god didn't want you to have that yet", and that is NOT of
GOD!
When this turkey has been interviewed on Larry King, his turkey hood, (and blessings to the
turkey that feeds people), his intent shows all over the place, he cannot answer questions for
which there are answers for, the LIE shows in his countenance, that maybe some people don't
see in the staged for TV stuff and at his church. his wife is worse. he should tape her mouth shut.
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 14750415
United States
04/22/2012 01:59 PM
You can thank OPRAH, of all people, giving Osteen that title. There is another thread about that.
oh9876
User ID: 14750415
United States
04/22/2012 02:03 PM
You can thank OPRAH, of all people, giving Osteen that title. There is another thread about that.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 14750415

Thread: Joel Osteen: "one of the biggest beneficiaries of the slumping economy"
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 6914280
United States
04/22/2012 02:04 PM
I'm not the super religious type, but if any of these megachurch pastors are evil (or possibly even
possessed), it's this asshole. His sick constant smile, the raking in of endless money, and his
preaching of instant self gratification give his motives away.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 14806443
United States
04/22/2012 02:07 PM
matthew 15-8
HiddenOne
User ID: 13393463
United States
04/22/2012 02:24 PM
Just another Torahless charlatan for babel who would NOT recognize the original Mashiyach if he
were standing right in front of him.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 14097577

+1
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
04/22/2012 02:47 PM
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I'm not the super religious type, but if any of these megachurch pastors are evil (or possibly even
possessed), it's this asshole. His sick constant smile, the raking in of endless money, and his
preaching of instant self gratification give his motives away.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 6914280
yes the artificial shows to some of us.
oh9876
User ID: 14750415
United States
04/22/2012 08:32 PM

Quoting: oh9876

did anyone see the vid?
Quoting: oh9876

OOPS - Oprah called him "America's Preacher, and or the WORLD'S PREACHER."
HMMMMMMMMMM.
Quoting: oh9876

Osteen says he wants a "wide net of hope," but why does his hope always seem to be "prosperity"
and or cash here and now? Does not line up with the Bible whatsoever.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 14699805
United States
04/22/2012 08:34 PM
His day of shame is coming soon
Church against church, man against man, all shall fall away when wicked minds are stripped of
power.
http://youtu.be/fWSCAm6qVHU

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5257131
United States
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04/22/2012 09:17 PM
It's all old ladies sending in their social security money, that's where 95% of that 20 million came
from,... or crazy people.
Benny Hinn, Joyce Meyer, Kenneth Copeland, it's all about duping senile old people.
oh9876
User ID: 14750415
United States
04/22/2012 09:44 PM
It's all old ladies sending in their social security money, that's where 95% of that 20 million came
from,... or crazy people.
Benny Hinn, Joyce Meyer, Kenneth Copeland, it's all about duping senile old people.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5257131

What do you think about Joyce M compared to Joel O?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
04/22/2012 09:54 PM

It's all old ladies sending in their social security money, that's where 95% of that 20 million came
from,... or crazy people.
Benny Hinn, Joyce Meyer, Kenneth Copeland, it's all about duping senile old people.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5257131

What do you think about Joyce M compared to Joel O?
Quoting: oh9876

Actally I am not sure about Joyce M, who is she? Copeland was actually liked by Christ Michael.
Benny Hinn is creepy, excuse the word, with lots of "acting" at his stuff. I have only seen him on
TV and maybe you tube? Spiritual truth is just never about the money. I would have no problem
with churches, good clerics who are also good counselors have huge value and some smaller
churches in terms of service and counseling can ber very good, but they need to teach about the
Father Fragment, which the Urantia Book generally calls the thought adjuster, which does NOT
adjust your thoughts, it's advisory and its a complex part of the soul, because it is also a portal to
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all that is, and also it stores all of you important details of spiritual value from each life. It doesn't
store what you ate, and that sort of stuff, it stores memories of value.
I love looking at my past lives, I have had some stupid ones and some marvelous ones. And some
dangerous ones.
In the portion I quoted from the linky in my first post, he talks about God being father, but does
NOT SAY YOU ARE HIS SON/Daughter and provide more information about HOW God is your
FATHER. Far as I know he doesn't mention anything about reincarnation, never seen it.
Your bible is right to a point, on ONE life, you have ONE life to CHOOSE whether you wish to try
on the eternal journey. For some people, its not for them. If they have NOT made a decision to try
on Eternal life at the time of their death, they go thru the BARDOS where it is presented to them
there. Some never even know it exists so the opportunity comes then. Some are such dark
shitheads the Father fragment will abandon them in life, it just leaves, and then of course, they do
not survive, because the Father Fragment is what causes survival, not believing on the Lord
Jesus Christ.
AFTER you have chosen survival, ie giving eternal life a tryout, you begin to undergo testing
which will include more lives on evolutionary planets. These can be as few as one some place, or
several some place, and over more than one place. The average soul will experience about 1000
lives over a period of about 200,000 years. Before fusion with the Father Fragment. Eternal LIFE
is forever, there are beings many trillions of years old now, ponder that.
So a question to talk about perhaps. is what do you do in your "heaven" for all eternity, and there
is not a single cleric I have ever seen that does any talking about that, and they SHOULD, but
they do not KNOW and on top of that ARE NOT ALLOWED by the Antichrists of this world. You
are kept dumb sheep and dumb sheep god has NO use for. You do not party with your family with
Jesus for trillions of years. Nor, for new agers, do you live in some place of bliss, and not carrying
about trillions of years because they have been told time does not exist in bliss. It does exist, but it
varies for each planet of course depending on the revolution of axis and trip around it's sun.
The heaven worlds, which are custom built and you have to EARN the right to live on them, do
also revolve, but not around a central sun. But there must be communication and record keeping
and so there ARE standard times that those living on those sphers adhere to, as set up by the
local capitol worlds of each local universe. There are 700,000 local universes most already
started, others just starting to come into being. Our universe that Earth belongs to, is universe
#611,121, I think, I may have messed the last 3 numbers But you get the point. The universe was
"set into motion" about 875 Billion years ago. And we are a younger one. but we have already 3.8
million evolutionary planets with intelligent life on them, plus the heaven worlds. The Creator of
our Universe was here as jesus 2000 years ago, and is returned and this is FACT and I know him
personally, I communicate daily with him. Years ago, in 2004, he actually flew down over my
house in a little silver craft before we started the pubic venture. it was on election day in november
2004.
You ones are being kept IGNORANT on purpose by the likes of the rich public ministers that
continue to put god outside of you. Can you image how different your life might be if you attended
a WORTHY CHURCH?
oh9876
User ID: 14750415
United States
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04/22/2012 09:56 PM
[link to joycemeyer.org]
She seemed legit to me a while ago, but when I tried to listen in the past couple years,
materialism seemed to rear its ugly head in some form...
It's all old ladies sending in their social security money, that's where 95% of that 20 million came
from,... or crazy people.
Benny Hinn, Joyce Meyer, Kenneth Copeland, it's all about duping senile old people.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5257131

What do you think about Joyce M compared to Joel O?
Quoting: oh9876

Actally I am not sure about Joyce M, who is she? Copeland was actually liked by Christ Michael.
Benny Hinn is creepy, excuse the word, with lots of "acting" at his stuff. I have only seen him on
TV and maybe you tube? Spiritual truth is just never about the money. I would have no problem
with churches, good clerics who are also good counselors have huge value and some smaller
churches in terms of service and counseling can ber very good, but they need to teach about the
Father Fragment, which the Urantia Book generally calls the thought adjuster, which does NOT
adjust your thoughts, it's advisory and its a complex part of the soul, because it is also a portal to
all that is, and also it stores all of you important details of spiritual value from each life. It doesn't
store what you ate, and that sort of stuff, it stores memories of value.
I love looking at my part lives, I have had some stupid ones and some marvelous ones. And some
dangerous ones.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 14249355
United States
04/22/2012 10:07 PM
You are looking at a potential future presidential canidate here folks.... you've been warned
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8437259
United States
04/22/2012 10:09 PM
only those who enter God's covenant via belief in Jesus Christ -- that He died for our sins and
rose from the dead to provide us the free gift of eternal life -- have the Holy Spirit within
it is not a default position for all. we have to ask Him to come in by believing in Jesus.
love rb
Quoting: rb 2426617
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NO this was NEVER EVER Taught by GOD or JESUS. For it is a LIE. And a lot of stuff even in the
OT, is the miserably misunderstanding of that group of people in those days, so miserable that is
one reason for choosing that area for the Incarnation. The orientals and those in Western
Hemisphere at the time were fr advanced of that, and even in India they were too.
NOBODY can DIE for your sins. And only people who are working on purpose against God
knowingly, sin. all the other stuff is errors in judgement while the soul is learning.
The Holy Spirit within, is the FATHER FRAGMENT which is FIRST PERSON TRINITY making
YOU a SON of the FATHER. A Faith Son at first, and a real son later on in the evolutionary
journey. Once you know enough truth and have had enough life experience to make a real choice
to pursue eternity, your MIND/Soul will MERGE with your FAther Fragment, which if done WHILE
embodied, will consume the body. This very thing doesn't happen much on this world and if
witnessed, most would assume you were just murdered by God, from the bright flash produced.
Eternity is a long long time. There are beings already trillions of years old. It is not this simple.
Your FATHEr FRAGMENT is NOT EVEN INVITED BY YOU. If this is your first life, it shows up
automatically when you make your first real MORAL decision, and on this planet, the average age
for that is 5.
You ones are not told truth. I find it worse than sad because this delusion actually slows your soul
growth,, which IS the satanic idea.
Jesus was never the name of the Christed Ones that came anyway 2000 years ago. Now I ask, in
honesty, what about all those born into other religions and cultures? They go to hell right? NO.
They have the same opportunity to learn about the GOD within as do you. Has NOTHING to do
with"believing" ON the name Jesus . It does involve consciously learning to walk in the shoes of
GOD so that you manifest him on this world. the Joel Osteen types do not teach that, at all. They
keep you from discovering yourself.
He did NOT rise from the DEAD. He never DIED, meaning his body. How does a BODY rise from
the dead, you hve confused this great soul with the body. NONE of you are your BODY. You are
your SPIRIT. and the way your describe your holy spirit within, while laudable in a sense, you
have just ignored your own soul/spirit that is still separate from your Father Fragment.
Do you MEDITATE? IF SO, congratulations. If you have truly "heard" your Father Fragment
(which again is not the Holy Spirit, not the 3rd person trinity,, but it doesn't matter so much), this
means that you had your MIND quieted enough that your FAther Fragment, could get a world in
edgewise.
You ones have got to stop separating and making yourselves Special and Different from all your
other brothers and sisters trying to know god on this planet. And I highly am appalled with that.
That is why I asked above how about Muslims et all.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Where are you getting your information from???
Shamar
User ID: 1479302
United States
04/22/2012 10:09 PM
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May I PUKE. I guess he's coming to Denver soon and is on the local ABC news channel here for
the pre advertising. That he is billed as "America's Pastor" says everything.............. considering
America is no longer the Light of the World it was hoped to become.
[link to www.joelosteen.com]
Now I want you to read above. I am going to put a couple quotes from it here, I would post it all, its
not long, but we have to consider keeping GLP out of trouble.
There are many different ways that people see God. Some people see Him as a God who is far
off, way out there, untouchable, somewhere in the universe. Some people see Him in a very
formal way where they have a deep respect and reverential fear of Him. Some people see God as
a God who is just out to get them. They think He has a baseball bat, looking down from heaven
and waiting for them to make a mistake. They feel a pressure that they can never live up to. If
that's you today, understand that that's a wrong image of God. The best picture we could have of
God is the picture we see in scripture—the picture of God as a loving father.
Ok, not so bad. Some reasonable Truth. So what is missing in this image? The FACT that God is
not a sky person up there someplace. The FACT that YOU who are ensouled with Father
Fragments, are Son's of God, in various levels of development. The Father FRAGMENT that you
possess IS the FATHER Beloveds. He is YOUR GOD. He sends a MIND PIECE OF HIMSELF to
LIVE IN YOUR MIND.
YOU have to be in meditation or in some quiet state of mind before you can here him. And when
you DO, you tend to say, Jesus told me so. Will NO. God the Father and Jesus are not the same
individuals, except that He WHO HAS SEEN the CREATOR SON, has Seen the Father. And most
back then had no idea of that anyway. Not even the apostles.
But lets not pay attention to the Creator Son right now. Lets go with the FATHER WITHIN YOU.
HE IS YOUR BEST FRIEND. YOUR MENTOR. He does not however run around as a sky person
making all your dreams come true. Joe made me nearly throw up this morning with all that bullshit.
He described how GOD wouldn't let him and his wife buy a fancy house and they had to thus get
and old junk heap which they fixed up and sold for twice as much as they paid. Really? That is the
FATHER WITHIN that prevented the big house. Probably it was their budget. Joel does not LOOK
Father Indwelt to me, and his wife is even worse, she so had the "reptilian" look about her.
If JOEL and wifey are people of GOD, they would be teaching MEDITATION and the concept of
the FATHER WITHIN. And sometimes when it does seem this bearded person called God, has
other plans for you, perhaps that is the work of your guardian angels and guides for you older
souls here.
While Joel uses a bit of TRUTH, he is so shallow that it is a LIE. Don't think of God as a FATHER,
KNOW HIM AS THE FATHER WITHIN YOUR SOUL, accessed by meditation. So they tell a bit of
truth to HOOK ONES, and then proceed to work for the antichrist.
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Quoting: Nobody in Particular
I am glad you see the fallacy and the lies in what he says... problem is you are basing the lies
upon your own perception of reality... always a subjective qualification.
there must be a plumb line..... and for those who seek the truth of the great I AM, there is only
one.

Seek, and ye shall find !
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 14375509
Australia
04/22/2012 10:10 PM
I prefer this guy
http://youtu.be/Zm_nTiJk3nQ
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 14881544
Australia
04/22/2012 10:12 PM
only those who enter God's covenant via belief in Jesus Christ -- that He died for our sins and
rose from the dead to provide us the free gift of eternal life -- have the Holy Spirit within
it is not a default position for all. we have to ask Him to come in by believing in Jesus.
love rb
Quoting: rb 2426617

Thats RIGHT.
Cant come to the father UNLESS we first beleive in Jesus..and we CANT beleive in Jesus
UNLESS the FATHER reveals him to us...and the father WONT reveal Jesus TO us unless we
beleive in Jesus...
And NO one can come to the father UNLESS they are drawn..and if they are not DRAWN..then
God will BURN THEM IN HELL FOREVER IN UNRELENTING HEARTLESS MERCILEESS
TORTURE for DARING to NOT beleive...even though their NOT BELEIVING was a direct result of
God NOT ALLOWING them to beleive..
Yeah..its a fair system.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5002507
United States
04/22/2012 10:13 PM
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Joyce can be ok. Joel has got to go. When the holograms come he will be the one leading millions
astray saying "there He is in the desert, give me your money and follow me. NIP glad to see your
starting to come around. Yes Jesus is lord. God is love. Jesus is the name I use for God so as not
to confuse others with their god. They are one in the same. If God came to earth we would have a
reverse big bang. All would die, for if everything came together as one, there would be nothing
else. The prayer closet is so not to act a show off.(trust me, listen to some preachers pray) Most
people won't grandstand if they are alone with God. God speaks to you everyday, meditation or
not. It is just people don't listen or realize. He has spoken to me through my eight-year old
daughter before! The Lord works in mysterious ways. The key is wisdom.
God bless.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8437259
United States
04/22/2012 10:13 PM

Quoting: oh9876

did anyone see the vid?
Quoting: oh9876

OOPS - Oprah called him "America's Preacher, and or the WORLD'S PREACHER."
HMMMMMMMMMM.
Quoting: oh9876

Osteen says he wants a "wide net of hope," but why does his hope always seem to be "prosperity"
and or cash here and now? Does not line up with the Bible whatsoever.
Quoting: oh9876

Just because he has money does not mean he is not saved through Jesus Christ, which is what
he preaches from the times I have heard him.
Is he profiting? Yes. Is he sinning? Maybe, but that is between him and God. We don't know his
sins.
He is no harming anyone and hopefully many have come to Christ through his preaching.
If he let's this go to his head to the point that he sins, than God will correct him and we can pray
that he listens but this man shouldn't be a concern for anyone. There are WAY bigger problems
on this earth
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5002507
United States
04/22/2012 10:18 PM
Quoting: rb 2426617
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Thats RIGHT.
Cant come to the father UNLESS we first beleive in Jesus..and we CANT beleive in Jesus
UNLESS the FATHER reveals him to us...and the father WONT reveal Jesus TO us unless we
beleive in Jesus...
And NO one can come to the father UNLESS they are drawn..and if they are not DRAWN..then
God will BURN THEM IN HELL FOREVER IN UNRELENTING HEARTLESS MERCILEESS
TORTURE for DARING to NOT beleive...even though their NOT BELEIVING was a direct result of
God NOT ALLOWING them to beleive..
Yeah..its a fair system.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 14881544

God doesn't send you to hell, you do. And if you want fair, every time you drink you get a DUI,
every time you exceed the speed limit by one mile and hour, you get a ticket, every time there is
lightning your house gets struck and burns down as well, with every tornado all are killed...no
survivors. Do you really want "fairness". Life is unfair to see if you have a pair of balls.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5002507
United States
04/22/2012 10:19 PM

nice thread nip! Thanks!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 12829595
Philippines
04/22/2012 10:21 PM
Pay careful attention, folks. This is a perfect example of satan dividing his own house.
May I PUKE. I guess he's coming to Denver soon and is on the local ABC news channel here for
the pre advertising. That he is billed as "America's Pastor" says everything.............. considering
America is no longer the Light of the World it was hoped to become.
[link to www.joelosteen.com]
Now I want you to read above. I am going to put a couple quotes from it here, I would post it all, its
not long, but we have to consider keeping GLP out of trouble.
There are many different ways that people see God. Some people see Him as a God who is far
off, way out there, untouchable, somewhere in the universe. Some people see Him in a very
formal way where they have a deep respect and reverential fear of Him. Some people see God as
a God who is just out to get them. They think He has a baseball bat, looking down from heaven
and waiting for them to make a mistake. They feel a pressure that they can never live up to. If
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that's you today, understand that that's a wrong image of God. The best picture we could have of
God is the picture we see in scripture—the picture of God as a loving father.
Ok, not so bad. Some reasonable Truth. So what is missing in this image? The FACT that God is
not a sky person up there someplace. The FACT that YOU who are ensouled with Father
Fragments, are Son's of God, in various levels of development. The Father FRAGMENT that you
possess IS the FATHER Beloveds. He is YOUR GOD. He sends a MIND PIECE OF HIMSELF to
LIVE IN YOUR MIND.
YOU have to be in meditation or in some quiet state of mind before you can here him. And when
you DO, you tend to say, Jesus told me so. Will NO. God the Father and Jesus are not the same
individuals, except that He WHO HAS SEEN the CREATOR SON, has Seen the Father. And most
back then had no idea of that anyway. Not even the apostles.
But lets not pay attention to the Creator Son right now. Lets go with the FATHER WITHIN YOU.
HE IS YOUR BEST FRIEND. YOUR MENTOR. He does not however run around as a sky person
making all your dreams come true. Joe made me nearly throw up this morning with all that bullshit.
He described how GOD wouldn't let him and his wife buy a fancy house and they had to thus get
and old junk heap which they fixed up and sold for twice as much as they paid. Really? That is the
FATHER WITHIN that prevented the big house. Probably it was their budget. Joel does not LOOK
Father Indwelt to me, and his wife is even worse, she so had the "reptilian" look about her.
If JOEL and wifey are people of GOD, they would be teaching MEDITATION and the concept of
the FATHER WITHIN. And sometimes when it does seem this bearded person called God, has
other plans for you, perhaps that is the work of your guardian angels and guides for you older
souls here.
While Joel uses a bit of TRUTH, he is so shallow that it is a LIE. Don't think of God as a FATHER,
KNOW HIM AS THE FATHER WITHIN YOUR SOUL, accessed by meditation. So they tell a bit of
truth to HOOK ONES, and then proceed to work for the antichrist.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
04/22/2012 10:22 PM

only those who enter God's covenant via belief in Jesus Christ -- that He died for our sins and
rose from the dead to provide us the free gift of eternal life -- have the Holy Spirit within
it is not a default position for all. we have to ask Him to come in by believing in Jesus.
love rb
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Quoting: rb 2426617

NO this was NEVER EVER Taught by GOD or JESUS. For it is a LIE. And a lot of stuff even in the
OT, is the miserably misunderstanding of that group of people in those days, so miserable that is
one reason for choosing that area for the Incarnation. The orientals and those in Western
Hemisphere at the time were fr advanced of that, and even in India they were too.
NOBODY can DIE for your sins. And only people who are working on purpose against God
knowingly, sin. all the other stuff is errors in judgement while the soul is learning.
The Holy Spirit within, is the FATHER FRAGMENT which is FIRST PERSON TRINITY making
YOU a SON of the FATHER. A Faith Son at first, and a real son later on in the evolutionary
journey. Once you know enough truth and have had enough life experience to make a real choice
to pursue eternity, your MIND/Soul will MERGE with your FAther Fragment, which if done WHILE
embodied, will consume the body. This very thing doesn't happen much on this world and if
witnessed, most would assume you were just murdered by God, from the bright flash produced.
Eternity is a long long time. There are beings already trillions of years old. It is not this simple.
Your FATHEr FRAGMENT is NOT EVEN INVITED BY YOU. If this is your first life, it shows up
automatically when you make your first real MORAL decision, and on this planet, the average age
for that is 5.
You ones are not told truth. I find it worse than sad because this delusion actually slows your soul
growth,, which IS the satanic idea.
Jesus was never the name of the Christed Ones that came anyway 2000 years ago. Now I ask, in
honesty, what about all those born into other religions and cultures? They go to hell right? NO.
They have the same opportunity to learn about the GOD within as do you. Has NOTHING to do
with"believing" ON the name Jesus . It does involve consciously learning to walk in the shoes of
GOD so that you manifest him on this world. the Joel Osteen types do not teach that, at all. They
keep you from discovering yourself.
He did NOT rise from the DEAD. He never DIED, meaning his body. How does a BODY rise from
the dead, you hve confused this great soul with the body. NONE of you are your BODY. You are
your SPIRIT. and the way your describe your holy spirit within, while laudable in a sense, you
have just ignored your own soul/spirit that is still separate from your Father Fragment.
Do you MEDITATE? IF SO, congratulations. If you have truly "heard" your Father Fragment
(which again is not the Holy Spirit, not the 3rd person trinity,, but it doesn't matter so much), this
means that you had your MIND quieted enough that your FAther Fragment, could get a world in
edgewise.
You ones have got to stop separating and making yourselves Special and Different from all your
other brothers and sisters trying to know god on this planet. And I highly am appalled with that.
That is why I asked above how about Muslims et all.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Where are you getting your information from???
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 8437259
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A bunch of it, right from "Jesus" himself, and much of it from my soul. I have my monad to access.
However, you can read some really good stuff about his life in the two links below I will provide.
The first one, PJ #2, And the Called His Name Immanuel is by Esu Immanuel, one of the TWO
who shared the body, and Judas Iscariot, who was NOT the betrayer, but was his best friend and
scribe. The betrayer was JUDA Ihariot, son of Simon the Pharisee.
The other is an english translation, of the German Book called the Talmud of Immanuel. After Esu
passed in Indian at about 115 years of age, his son Joseph brought the records of Judas back to
the old grave in Jerusalem. Judas went to India with him and continued to scribe. The priest who
was taken to the grave, was later MURDERED as was every family member the thugs could
locate. The basic story is explained in both links. The book of Matthew in mentioned in the 2nd
link is NOT at all from the scrolls as they try to suggest. They could not be, matthew had no
access to them, they were in India, until Joseph went back to jerusalem, but they are both a
wondrous read and you should read them. Some of the records were not legible anymore and
some were supposedly destroyed when the priest was killed, but I am told no, they were rescued
and will be presented to man at a later date.

Both these links are pdf downloads. [link to tweeofmeer.webs.com] to the one with Judas
translating from his own ARAMAIC notes along with commentary by Esu (Jesus), and others.
[link to fourwinds10.com] this one is the Talmud of Immanuel, which was LONG available from
even Amazon and is no longer in print. As above, its an english translation from the original
german which was a translation from the aramaic notes of Judas.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 14881544
Australia
04/22/2012 10:24 PM
Quoting: rb 2426617

Thats RIGHT.
Cant come to the father UNLESS we first beleive in Jesus..and we CANT beleive in Jesus
UNLESS the FATHER reveals him to us...and the father WONT reveal Jesus TO us unless we
beleive in Jesus...
And NO one can come to the father UNLESS they are drawn..and if they are not DRAWN..then
God will BURN THEM IN HELL FOREVER IN UNRELENTING HEARTLESS MERCILEESS
TORTURE for DARING to NOT beleive...even though their NOT BELEIVING was a direct result of
God NOT ALLOWING them to beleive..
Yeah..its a fair system.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 14881544

God doesn't send you to hell, you do. And if you want fair, every time you drink you get a DUI,
every time you exceed the speed limit by one mile and hour, you get a ticket, every time there is
lightning your house gets struck and burns down as well, with every tornado all are killed...no
survivors. Do you really want "fairness". Life is unfair to see if you have a pair of balls.
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Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5002507

Most people dont beleive in either heaven or hell.
So are they choosing hell by default?
Is god going to torture needlessly and for the sake of being cruel...billions of people that didnt
even MAKE a choice?
Isnt a "CHOICE" defined as having THE FACTS in front of you..and KNWOING fully well what
EACH fact entails..then making a WELL informed CHOICE??
How can ANYONE do that when it comes to HELL?
Most people dont even beleive in such a place...and they are right.
If I was to take you into a torture dungeon filled with racks and spikes and red hot pokers ect..and
said to you "LOVE me..be my friend..have a personal relationship with me...cause if you
DONT...this torture chamber will be put to full use on YOU for not accepting my offer. Its a
reasonable offer too..all you have to do is beleive in me and love me..OR..you get horribly tortured
over and over with NO way of stopping it...because once I get torturing I just CANT STOP...so
please..its a gift..free will choice..love ME..or..TORTURE..take your pick....NO pressure..really..
When they say "I didnt KNOW about your basement..PLEASE have mercy"
I will tell them..
But you AUTOMATICALLY CHOSE to be tortured forever..its YOUR fault...free will an all"
And they will say..the ones that DID know about the basement because I told them..
"THIS is WHY we didnt want to be your friend because you are a torturing EVIL SADIST"
I will say "Well..thats YOUR choice to believe that..this torture I do (As I slowly peel the skin of
their faces) is all done in LOVE because I am SUCH a holy being...even TORTURE and AGONY
are holy to me"
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1486940
United States
04/22/2012 10:24 PM
IMO, you are as confused as he is about the creator, for real
rb
User ID: 14568231
United States
04/22/2012 10:26 PM
only those who enter God's covenant via belief in Jesus Christ -- that He died for our sins and
rose from the dead to provide us the free gift of eternal life -- have the Holy Spirit within
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it is not a default position for all. we have to ask Him to come in by believing in Jesus.
love rb
Quoting: rb 2426617

NO this was NEVER EVER Taught by GOD or JESUS. For it is a LIE. And a lot of stuff even in the
OT, is the miserably misunderstanding of that group of people in those days, so miserable that is
one reason for choosing that area for the Incarnation. The orientals and those in Western
Hemisphere at the time were fr advanced of that, and even in India they were too.
NOBODY can DIE for your sins. And only people who are working on purpose against God
knowingly, sin. all the other stuff is errors in judgement while the soul is learning.
The Holy Spirit within, is the FATHER FRAGMENT which is FIRST PERSON TRINITY making
YOU a SON of the FATHER. A Faith Son at first, and a real son later on in the evolutionary
journey. Once you know enough truth and have had enough life experience to make a real choice
to pursue eternity, your MIND/Soul will MERGE with your FAther Fragment, which if done WHILE
embodied, will consume the body. This very thing doesn't happen much on this world and if
witnessed, most would assume you were just murdered by God, from the bright flash produced.
Eternity is a long long time. There are beings already trillions of years old. It is not this simple.
Your FATHEr FRAGMENT is NOT EVEN INVITED BY YOU. If this is your first life, it shows up
automatically when you make your first real MORAL decision, and on this planet, the average age
for that is 5.
You ones are not told truth. I find it worse than sad because this delusion actually slows your soul
growth,, which IS the satanic idea.
Jesus was never the name of the Christed Ones that came anyway 2000 years ago. Now I ask, in
honesty, what about all those born into other religions and cultures? They go to hell right? NO.
They have the same opportunity to learn about the GOD within as do you. Has NOTHING to do
with"believing" ON the name Jesus . It does involve consciously learning to walk in the shoes of
GOD so that you manifest him on this world. the Joel Osteen types do not teach that, at all. They
keep you from discovering yourself.
He did NOT rise from the DEAD. He never DIED, meaning his body. How does a BODY rise from
the dead, you hve confused this great soul with the body. NONE of you are your BODY. You are
your SPIRIT. and the way your describe your holy spirit within, while laudable in a sense, you
have just ignored your own soul/spirit that is still separate from your Father Fragment.
Do you MEDITATE? IF SO, congratulations. If you have truly "heard" your Father Fragment
(which again is not the Holy Spirit, not the 3rd person trinity,, but it doesn't matter so much), this
means that you had your MIND quieted enough that your FAther Fragment, could get a world in
edgewise.
You ones have got to stop separating and making yourselves Special and Different from all your
other brothers and sisters trying to know god on this planet. And I highly am appalled with that.
That is why I asked above how about Muslims et all.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

um according to the Bible your claim Jesus did not rise from the dead makes you antichrist even
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disregarding your myriad other nonbiblical teachings
love ya anyway, but yer a nut!
rb
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8798818
United States
04/22/2012 10:31 PM

It so very wrong for these mega preachers to be collecting millions upon millions of dollars and
they live like oligarchs.
Sure, they help people. They mostly help themselves though. If they truly loved humanity, they
would live modest lives and truly live as Jesus did. They send the wrong message.
They are well known people and I feel they should earn enough for protection and to host VIP's
and travel as necessary to help others. But the income they take in is a travesty.
Quoting: RutRoeHere

They do not send the wrong message. They send the exact one a lot of people want to hear.
Those same people are melding today's capitalistic-centralized way of life with an ever weaker
moral base.
People want to see pastors and preachers living lavish lifestyles, molesting children, and involving
themselves in scandals. People want to believe they have faith in something higher than
themselves that approves of their actions through lack of divine action against them.
Have your cake and eat it too dogma. Whether they want to open their eyes and see it is up to
them.
For as much soul saving as religion does, it will generate an equal amount of soul corruption. That
balance is the only reality, and will always exist as long as we do on this planet.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5002507
United States
04/22/2012 10:40 PM
Quoting: rb 2426617

Thats RIGHT.
Cant come to the father UNLESS we first beleive in Jesus..and we CANT beleive in Jesus
UNLESS the FATHER reveals him to us...and the father WONT reveal Jesus TO us unless we
beleive in Jesus...
And NO one can come to the father UNLESS they are drawn..and if they are not DRAWN..then
God will BURN THEM IN HELL FOREVER IN UNRELENTING HEARTLESS MERCILEESS
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TORTURE for DARING to NOT beleive...even though their NOT BELEIVING was a direct result of
God NOT ALLOWING them to beleive..
Yeah..its a fair system.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 14881544

God doesn't send you to hell, you do. And if you want fair, every time you drink you get a DUI,
every time you exceed the speed limit by one mile and hour, you get a ticket, every time there is
lightning your house gets struck and burns down as well, with every tornado all are killed...no
survivors. Do you really want "fairness". Life is unfair to see if you have a pair of balls.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5002507

Most people dont beleive in either heaven or hell.
So are they choosing hell by default?
Is god going to torture needlessly and for the sake of being cruel...billions of people that didnt
even MAKE a choice?
Isnt a "CHOICE" defined as having THE FACTS in front of you..and KNWOING fully well what
EACH fact entails..then making a WELL informed CHOICE??
How can ANYONE do that when it comes to HELL?
Most people dont even beleive in such a place...and they are right.
If I was to take you into a torture dungeon filled with racks and spikes and red hot pokers ect..and
said to you "LOVE me..be my friend..have a personal relationship with me...cause if you
DONT...this torture chamber will be put to full use on YOU for not accepting my offer. Its a
reasonable offer too..all you have to do is beleive in me and love me..OR..you get horribly tortured
over and over with NO way of stopping it...because once I get torturing I just CANT STOP...so
please..its a gift..free will choice..love ME..or..TORTURE..take your pick....NO pressure..really..
When they say "I didnt KNOW about your basement..PLEASE have mercy"
I will tell them..
But you AUTOMATICALLY CHOSE to be tortured forever..its YOUR fault...free will an all"
And they will say..the ones that DID know about the basement because I told them..
"THIS is WHY we didnt want to be your friend because you are a torturing EVIL SADIST"
I will say "Well..thats YOUR choice to believe that..this torture I do (As I slowly peel the skin of
their faces) is all done in LOVE because I am SUCH a holy being...even TORTURE and AGONY
are holy to me"
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 14881544

Get a life. God does not torture. He gave everyone on the planet 120 years notice the earth was
going to be flooded. Even had a fella names Noah build a freaking HUGE ark. But all these idiots
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said 'hes an evil sadist nyaaa,nyaa,nyaa'
So God shut the door, gave the keys to the devil, and said 'the place is yours for awhile'. It's
amazing how you hate God and have these delusions of Him. It is obvious you don't have the
slightest clue what you are talking about. Try reading the Bible with some wisdom and then come
back sport.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
04/22/2012 10:59 PM

only those who enter God's covenant via belief in Jesus Christ -- that He died for our sins and
rose from the dead to provide us the free gift of eternal life -- have the Holy Spirit within
it is not a default position for all. we have to ask Him to come in by believing in Jesus.
love rb
Quoting: rb 2426617

NO this was NEVER EVER Taught by GOD or JESUS. For it is a LIE. And a lot of stuff even in the
OT, is the miserably misunderstanding of that group of people in those days, so miserable that is
one reason for choosing that area for the Incarnation. The orientals and those in Western
Hemisphere at the time were fr advanced of that, and even in India they were too.
NOBODY can DIE for your sins. And only people who are working on purpose against God
knowingly, sin. all the other stuff is errors in judgement while the soul is learning.
The Holy Spirit within, is the FATHER FRAGMENT which is FIRST PERSON TRINITY making
YOU a SON of the FATHER. A Faith Son at first, and a real son later on in the evolutionary
journey. Once you know enough truth and have had enough life experience to make a real choice
to pursue eternity, your MIND/Soul will MERGE with your FAther Fragment, which if done WHILE
embodied, will consume the body. This very thing doesn't happen much on this world and if
witnessed, most would assume you were just murdered by God, from the bright flash produced.
Eternity is a long long time. There are beings already trillions of years old. It is not this simple.
Your FATHEr FRAGMENT is NOT EVEN INVITED BY YOU. If this is your first life, it shows up
automatically when you make your first real MORAL decision, and on this planet, the average age
for that is 5.
You ones are not told truth. I find it worse than sad because this delusion actually slows your soul
growth,, which IS the satanic idea.
Jesus was never the name of the Christed Ones that came anyway 2000 years ago. Now I ask, in
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honesty, what about all those born into other religions and cultures? They go to hell right? NO.
They have the same opportunity to learn about the GOD within as do you. Has NOTHING to do
with"believing" ON the name Jesus . It does involve consciously learning to walk in the shoes of
GOD so that you manifest him on this world. the Joel Osteen types do not teach that, at all. They
keep you from discovering yourself.
He did NOT rise from the DEAD. He never DIED, meaning his body. How does a BODY rise from
the dead, you hve confused this great soul with the body. NONE of you are your BODY. You are
your SPIRIT. and the way your describe your holy spirit within, while laudable in a sense, you
have just ignored your own soul/spirit that is still separate from your Father Fragment.
Do you MEDITATE? IF SO, congratulations. If you have truly "heard" your Father Fragment
(which again is not the Holy Spirit, not the 3rd person trinity,, but it doesn't matter so much), this
means that you had your MIND quieted enough that your FAther Fragment, could get a world in
edgewise.
You ones have got to stop separating and making yourselves Special and Different from all your
other brothers and sisters trying to know god on this planet. And I highly am appalled with that.
That is why I asked above how about Muslims et all.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

um according to the Bible your claim Jesus did not rise from the dead makes you antichrist even
disregarding your myriad other nonbiblical teachings
love ya anyway, but yer a nut!
rb
Quoting: rb 14568231

BEFORE YOU CONTINUE WITH SUCH STATEMENTs, READ the BOOKS I posted. It takes far
less time than the bible. BODIES DO NOT RISE FROM THE DEAD. SOULS DO. THESE
BODIES DO NOT GO TO HEAVEN. HE DID NOT DIE> THE BIBLE IS NOT CORRECT. His own
apostles knew that. He told them before the crucifixion that he was only be in a coma. THEY
KNEW. That it is NOT in your bible is not my problem. THEY KNEW HE LEFT IN A FLYING
SAUCER and some of them even went to find in him Syria around 2 years later to tell him what
was going on in his name. You can read about that in the Phoenix Journal link. PEOPLE ARE
KEPT DUMB AS SHIT ON PURPOSE as part of the antichrist enslavement of this world. God
does not work how you are taught in your churches. IT IS NOT ALLOWED EVEN. WHEN some of
them start teaching truth even in modern times like about 911 and corruption they have problems
which can include blowing up churches or deaths of important members. But the truth is ONLINE
and you CAN READ it. STOP CHOOSING TO BE UNIFORMED.
I know both that played the role of Jesus. We together created the official 2nd Coming
organization AbundantHope. I would also highly suggest you work thru all the linkys in my
signature file which are going to stay there for awhile now. We are giving information never given
to this planet. throw away the bible, bury it in the ground and get the truth. Your very souls depend
on KNOWING, otherwise your journey is delayed.
Bodies can be resurrected, this is true. Mine has been few times now because of the work I do, I
have been thru several murder attempts and I was not treated in hospitals. My body was repaired.
But these bodies do NOT go to HEAVEN, they do not survive in the higher frequencies. When you
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get to those worlds, you are given NEW BODIES. And those bodies do not require toilets,
something to ponder. They are not animal bodies.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 14881544
Australia
04/22/2012 11:01 PM
...

Thats RIGHT.
Cant come to the father UNLESS we first beleive in Jesus..and we CANT beleive in Jesus
UNLESS the FATHER reveals him to us...and the father WONT reveal Jesus TO us unless we
beleive in Jesus...
And NO one can come to the father UNLESS they are drawn..and if they are not DRAWN..then
God will BURN THEM IN HELL FOREVER IN UNRELENTING HEARTLESS MERCILEESS
TORTURE for DARING to NOT beleive...even though their NOT BELEIVING was a direct result of
God NOT ALLOWING them to beleive..
Yeah..its a fair system.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 14881544

God doesn't send you to hell, you do. And if you want fair, every time you drink you get a DUI,
every time you exceed the speed limit by one mile and hour, you get a ticket, every time there is
lightning your house gets struck and burns down as well, with every tornado all are killed...no
survivors. Do you really want "fairness". Life is unfair to see if you have a pair of balls.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5002507

Most people dont beleive in either heaven or hell.
So are they choosing hell by default?
Is god going to torture needlessly and for the sake of being cruel...billions of people that didnt
even MAKE a choice?
Isnt a "CHOICE" defined as having THE FACTS in front of you..and KNWOING fully well what
EACH fact entails..then making a WELL informed CHOICE??
How can ANYONE do that when it comes to HELL?
Most people dont even beleive in such a place...and they are right.
If I was to take you into a torture dungeon filled with racks and spikes and red hot pokers ect..and
said to you "LOVE me..be my friend..have a personal relationship with me...cause if you
DONT...this torture chamber will be put to full use on YOU for not accepting my offer. Its a
reasonable offer too..all you have to do is beleive in me and love me..OR..you get horribly tortured
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over and over with NO way of stopping it...because once I get torturing I just CANT STOP...so
please..its a gift..free will choice..love ME..or..TORTURE..take your pick....NO pressure..really..
When they say "I didnt KNOW about your basement..PLEASE have mercy"
I will tell them..
But you AUTOMATICALLY CHOSE to be tortured forever..its YOUR fault...free will an all"
And they will say..the ones that DID know about the basement because I told them..
"THIS is WHY we didnt want to be your friend because you are a torturing EVIL SADIST"
I will say "Well..thats YOUR choice to believe that..this torture I do (As I slowly peel the skin of
their faces) is all done in LOVE because I am SUCH a holy being...even TORTURE and AGONY
are holy to me"
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 14881544

Get a life. God does not torture. He gave everyone on the planet 120 years notice the earth was
going to be flooded. Even had a fella names Noah build a freaking HUGE ark. But all these idiots
said 'hes an evil sadist nyaaa,nyaa,nyaa'
So God shut the door, gave the keys to the devil, and said 'the place is yours for awhile'. It's
amazing how you hate God and have these delusions of Him. It is obvious you don't have the
slightest clue what you are talking about. Try reading the Bible with some wisdom and then come
back sport.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5002507

Ive read the bible.
Actually ive read at least thrity fifve differing translations of the bible.
None of them agree with the other for the most part.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 3850631
United States
04/22/2012 11:02 PM
It's all old ladies sending in their social security money, that's where 95% of that 20 million came
from,... or crazy people.
Benny Hinn, Joyce Meyer, Kenneth Copeland, it's all about duping senile old people.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5257131

Darwinism at its finest. If they are too stupid to be duped into donating everything they have to
these hucksters, they deserve it.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 14875199
United States
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04/22/2012 11:05 PM
Quoting: rb 2426617

Thats RIGHT.
Cant come to the father UNLESS we first beleive in Jesus..and we CANT beleive in Jesus
UNLESS the FATHER reveals him to us...and the father WONT reveal Jesus TO us unless we
beleive in Jesus...
And NO one can come to the father UNLESS they are drawn..and if they are not DRAWN..then
God will BURN THEM IN HELL FOREVER IN UNRELENTING HEARTLESS MERCILEESS
TORTURE for DARING to NOT beleive...even though their NOT BELEIVING was a direct result of
God NOT ALLOWING them to beleive..
Yeah..its a fair system.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 14881544

God doesn't send you to hell, you do. And if you want fair, every time you drink you get a DUI,
every time you exceed the speed limit by one mile and hour, you get a ticket, every time there is
lightning your house gets struck and burns down as well, with every tornado all are killed...no
survivors. Do you really want "fairness". Life is unfair to see if you have a pair of balls.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5002507

Most people dont beleive in either heaven or hell.
So are they choosing hell by default?
Is god going to torture needlessly and for the sake of being cruel...billions of people that didnt
even MAKE a choice?
Isnt a "CHOICE" defined as having THE FACTS in front of you..and KNWOING fully well what
EACH fact entails..then making a WELL informed CHOICE??
How can ANYONE do that when it comes to HELL?
Most people dont even beleive in such a place...and they are right.
If I was to take you into a torture dungeon filled with racks and spikes and red hot pokers ect..and
said to you "LOVE me..be my friend..have a personal relationship with me...cause if you
DONT...this torture chamber will be put to full use on YOU for not accepting my offer. Its a
reasonable offer too..all you have to do is beleive in me and love me..OR..you get horribly tortured
over and over with NO way of stopping it...because once I get torturing I just CANT STOP...so
please..its a gift..free will choice..love ME..or..TORTURE..take your pick....NO pressure..really..
When they say "I didnt KNOW about your basement..PLEASE have mercy"
I will tell them..
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But you AUTOMATICALLY CHOSE to be tortured forever..its YOUR fault...free will an all"
And they will say..the ones that DID know about the basement because I told them..
"THIS is WHY we didnt want to be your friend because you are a torturing EVIL SADIST"
I will say "Well..thats YOUR choice to believe that..this torture I do (As I slowly peel the skin of
their faces) is all done in LOVE because I am SUCH a holy being...even TORTURE and AGONY
are holy to me"
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 14881544

This is ABSOLUTELY BRILLIANT TRUTH
RELIGION IS A FARCE JOKE THAT SEEKS TO CONTROL THE SHEEP FURTHER..
GET YOUR OWN RELATIONSHIP WITH YOUR GOD IF YOU WANT !!
OTHERWISE LIVE LIFE AS A GOOD PERSON
FORGET ALL THIS HOGWASH THAT IS PUKED OUT OF THE BOWELS OF MOLESTERS
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
04/22/2012 11:08 PM

It's all old ladies sending in their social security money, that's where 95% of that 20 million came
from,... or crazy people.
Benny Hinn, Joyce Meyer, Kenneth Copeland, it's all about duping senile old people.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5257131

Darwinism at its finest. If they are too stupid to be duped into donating everything they have to
these hucksters, they deserve it.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 3850631

If religion had been allowed to be taught right, meaning religion is YOUR PERSONAL relationship
wtih the FAther Within etc, these ones wouldn't be deluded. Old People to not think well anyway.
Some of the deluded ones are not elderly but doctors, an other professionals. There is a real
quest for god, and as people age, because they have no real truth, they worry about where they
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do go. and become more suckers. There are always folks that suck the elderly in a variety of
ways.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
04/23/2012 09:56 AM

Ok I asked here, what is it that you do in your life eternal in heaven? Folks like Joel don't
teach you that and neither does any cleric I have ever run into to date.
CE1
*****
User ID: 14709600
United States
04/23/2012 10:02 AM

..a smirking Cheshire cat at the very least>
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
04/23/2012 10:56 AM

come on folks, NO IDEA about the life Eternal?
Teensi2
User ID: 8437259
United States
04/23/2012 10:57 AM
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Ok I asked here, what is it that you do in your life eternal in heaven? Folks like Joel don't
teach you that and neither does any cleric I have ever run into to date.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

The Bible does not focus on the details of life eternal, only that it will be wonderful, pain and
sorrow free.
oh9876
User ID: 14750415
United States
04/23/2012 11:00 AM

Quoting: oh9876

did anyone see the vid?
Quoting: oh9876

OOPS - Oprah called him "America's Preacher, and or the WORLD'S PREACHER."
HMMMMMMMMMM.
Quoting: oh9876

Osteen says he wants a "wide net of hope," but why does his hope always seem to be "prosperity"
and or cash here and now? Does not line up with the Bible whatsoever.
Quoting: oh9876

surprised no one watched the video. It is just a 3min clip. Victoria's sure is more clear here, as she
is now the: co-pastor, so I guess she is assuming the role as "co-preacher of the world" as Oprah
suggested for Osteen. Interesting Oprah is more in to being "spiritual" rather than into talking
about Jesus, but she seems to like the Osteens and gave them an hour on her new show.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
04/23/2012 11:02 AM

Ok I asked here, what is it that you do in your life eternal in heaven? Folks like Joel don't
teach you that and neither does any cleric I have ever run into to date.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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The Bible does not focus on the details of life eternal, only that it will be wonderful, pain and
sorrow free.
Quoting: Teensi2

Oh for Christ's sake, don't you have any IMAGINATION, which IS OF GOD? What do you want to
persue in your eternal life? It s a big creation out there and your bible is incomplete in cosmology.
I am an eternal being, a very OLD one, and I am currently on a chosen assignment to incarnate
here on earth during these end times. People in eternity live like on earth except far advanced. its
a never ending journey into discovery. Heaven is lived ON PLANETS, not in the sky someplace
unless you are on craft in the sky. Even spirit beings live on planets. Specially constructed planets
but planets never the less.

Look at Venus, that is an 'eternal" craft up there, from heaven.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
04/23/2012 11:05 AM

[link to antifan-real.deviantart.com] for some ideas presented by an old soul incarnate here about
life on other worlds. some of those images are memories of the heaven worlds.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 14911375
Canada
04/23/2012 11:59 AM
Ok I asked here, what is it that you do in your life eternal in heaven?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I have chosen to undertake the Paradise Journey, that is, to become more spiritual, more perfect
and to seek God, the Son and the Infinite Spirit. I wish to attain the Corps of the Finality. Perhaps,
I already have as I can't remember where I am in the journey because I am incarnate here on
earth. I know I am here as an observer because these are definitely historic times.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
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04/23/2012 03:21 PM

Ok I asked here, what is it that you do in your life eternal in heaven?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I have chosen to undertake the Paradise Journey, that is, to become more spiritual, more perfect
and to seek God, the Son and the Infinite Spirit. I wish to attain the Corps of the Finality. Perhaps,
I already have as I can't remember where I am in the journey because I am incarnate here on
earth. I know I am here as an observer because these are definitely historic times.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 14911375

I want detail from NON UB readers here, who no concept of heaven or eternal life. I have tried
other threads on this one, without success I might add, except for a few tiny comments.
Even yours must contain however, what you expect to learn in that journey. I have taken it, I am a
Mighty Messenger. As is Esu Immanuel who played the other one of the two in the role of Jesus.
Ones as I said before in this thread, and others, do not party on with Jesus having barbecues with
family and jesus for all eternity. I want these ones to THINK about that one.
To try to inspire something, I have shown this image of craft around the sun which are being used
to do work on the sun. I have suggested perhaps one day as part of their eternal life they might
spend some time on one of the puppies. I haven't been paying attention to see if "big buppy" a
craft that must be many times the size of earth is hanging out there lately. Big Buppy is NOT in
this image
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VRWil
User ID: 1189609
United States
04/23/2012 03:34 PM
Joel Olsteen is a false prophet, teching false doctrine...run, don't walk away from him.
Chop's
User ID: 14632501
United States
04/23/2012 03:39 PM

I will agree with you NIP on this one.
Joel Osteen does not teach the true meaning of God...and there is a Hell.
Lady Jane Smith
The hand wielding the sword bears the shame
User ID: 6718122
United States
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04/23/2012 03:41 PM

Osteen and wife. I see empty voids concealed in saccharin. Everything about those two makes
me want to get as far away from them as I can. Another dark entity heading up an organization
with the purpose of enriching themselves to the detriment of those who are most frightened and
feel the most alone in this world.
Why does his aura remind me of John Edwards and Anthony Weiner?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
04/23/2012 03:55 PM

I will agree with you NIP on this one.
Joel Osteen does not teach the true meaning of God...and there is a Hell.
Quoting: Chop's

No chop beloved there is NO HELL. NATURE DOES NOT CREATE such a thing.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1114031
United States
04/23/2012 03:56 PM
Joel Olsteen is a false prophet, teching false doctrine...run, don't walk away from him.
Quoting: VRWil 1189609
Yes. False prophet indeed! Unfortunately he is raking in real profits. Be not deceived.
Teensi2
User ID: 8437259
United States
04/23/2012 03:58 PM
Ok I asked here, what is it that you do in your life eternal in heaven? Folks like Joel don't
teach you that and neither does any cleric I have ever run into to date.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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The Bible does not focus on the details of life eternal, only that it will be wonderful, pain and
sorrow free.
Quoting: Teensi2

Oh for Christ's sake, don't you have any IMAGINATION, which IS OF GOD? What do you want to
persue in your eternal life? It s a big creation out there and your bible is incomplete in cosmology.
I am an eternal being, a very OLD one, and I am currently on a chosen assignment to incarnate
here on earth during these end times. People in eternity live like on earth except far advanced. its
a never ending journey into discovery. Heaven is lived ON PLANETS, not in the sky someplace
unless you are on craft in the sky. Even spirit beings live on planets. Specially constructed planets
but planets never the less.

Look at Venus, that is an 'eternal" craft up there, from heaven.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

You may be right..if that's how God runs the show, than so be it. :O)
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 12959149
United States
04/23/2012 03:59 PM
It's all old ladies sending in their social security money, that's where 95% of that 20 million came
from,... or crazy people.
Benny Hinn, Joyce Meyer, Kenneth Copeland, it's all about duping senile old people.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5257131
exactly..........
I remember a friend's grandmother giving 10K to Jim & Tammy

she was under the impression that she could buy her way into heaven, very sad
VRWil
User ID: 1189609
United States
04/23/2012 04:06 PM
Joel Olsteen is a false prophet, teching false doctrine...run, don't walk away from him.
"But there were false prophets also among the people, even as there shall be false teachers
among you, who privily shall bring in damnable heresies ..." 2 Pet. 2:1
Quoting: VRWil 1189609

Yes. False prophet indeed! Unfortunately he is raking in real profits. Be not deceived.
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Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1114031

They can keep their money, my wealth lies in the Kingdom, which is where my heart is...
All this when the Scripture is so very clear: “For you know the grace of our Lord Jesus
Christ, that though He was rich, yet for your sakes He became poor, that you through His
poverty might become rich” (2 Corinthians 8:9). Our spiritual riches came only because he
stripped and divested Himself of all earthly goods (Ephesians 1:3).
Acts 3:6 The Apostle Peter, however, said, “silver and gold have I none” (Acts 3:6).
This life is but a vapor, so we can choose to spend it (no pun intended) chasing earthly wealth, or
we can deny ourselves and follow Christ. I choose the latter...

I don't want my 'Best Life Now', I want it in eternity. Unfortunately, this is as good as its going to
get for those who pursue the world.
What good is it to gain the whole world, then lose your soul? Matthew 16:26
VRWil
User ID: 1189609
United States
04/23/2012 04:10 PM
...

God doesn't send you to hell, you do. And if you want fair, every time you drink you get a DUI,
every time you exceed the speed limit by one mile and hour, you get a ticket, every time there is
lightning your house gets struck and burns down as well, with every tornado all are killed...no
survivors. Do you really want "fairness". Life is unfair to see if you have a pair of balls.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5002507

Most people dont beleive in either heaven or hell.
So are they choosing hell by default?
Is god going to torture needlessly and for the sake of being cruel...billions of people that didnt
even MAKE a choice?
Isnt a "CHOICE" defined as having THE FACTS in front of you..and KNWOING fully well what
EACH fact entails..then making a WELL informed CHOICE??
How can ANYONE do that when it comes to HELL?
Most people dont even beleive in such a place...and they are right.
If I was to take you into a torture dungeon filled with racks and spikes and red hot pokers ect..and
said to you "LOVE me..be my friend..have a personal relationship with me...cause if you
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DONT...this torture chamber will be put to full use on YOU for not accepting my offer. Its a
reasonable offer too..all you have to do is beleive in me and love me..OR..you get horribly tortured
over and over with NO way of stopping it...because once I get torturing I just CANT STOP...so
please..its a gift..free will choice..love ME..or..TORTURE..take your pick....NO pressure..really..
When they say "I didnt KNOW about your basement..PLEASE have mercy"
I will tell them..
But you AUTOMATICALLY CHOSE to be tortured forever..its YOUR fault...free will an all"
And they will say..the ones that DID know about the basement because I told them..
"THIS is WHY we didnt want to be your friend because you are a torturing EVIL SADIST"
I will say "Well..thats YOUR choice to believe that..this torture I do (As I slowly peel the skin of
their faces) is all done in LOVE because I am SUCH a holy being...even TORTURE and AGONY
are holy to me"
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 14881544

Get a life. God does not torture. He gave everyone on the planet 120 years notice the earth was
going to be flooded. Even had a fella names Noah build a freaking HUGE ark. But all these idiots
said 'hes an evil sadist nyaaa,nyaa,nyaa'
So God shut the door, gave the keys to the devil, and said 'the place is yours for awhile'. It's
amazing how you hate God and have these delusions of Him. It is obvious you don't have the
slightest clue what you are talking about. Try reading the Bible with some wisdom and then come
back sport.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5002507

Ive read the bible.
Actually ive read at least thrity fifve differing translations of the bible.
None of them agree with the other for the most part.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 14881544

You need your eyes to be opened...accept Christ, then the Bible won't be follie to you. The natural
man can never understand (1 Cor 2:14,15).
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 14488282
United States
04/23/2012 04:24 PM
It is depressing here at GLP, the Christians who preach
John 3:16 saves you or the one time "altar call", accepting
Jesus into your heart as your personal Lord and savior (it maybe, a moment of conversion, it does
not justify a person) saves you and the third lie, from the mouth of Joel Osteen, the "prosperity
gospel."
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Wake up everyone, posting again an excerpt from a message given a non-Catholic Christian
messenger, Kevin Barrett on April 1st. No coincidence, April Fools Day. Don't be fooled by these
three false teachings.
Our Salvation is the most important thing, it is a past, present and future task...until the moment
we die.
Message to Kevin Barrett
April 1, 2012
....Oh hear Me, My people. Why do you listen to the hirelings and false teachers and prophets?
Did I not say in My word that not all that say to me ‘Lord’ ‘Lord’ shall enter into the kingdom of
heaven, save those that do the will of the Father who is in heaven? Then why do you still go about
doing your own will and tell yourselves that you are My bride? My people, you have been lied to
by the enemy of your soul. Seek Me in these things. Surely I will reveal My truth to you. I love you,
My dear children, and it is My desire that each of you share My throne with Me. But unfortunately
only a remnant shall overcome. For too many have listened to the lies told by the false shepherds
and prophets. They speak of how you each are already cleansed and adorned in righteousness
simply by your belief on My name. These are all lies, My people. For does not My word say that
he who does righteousness is righteous? Yes, My people, you are made righteous by your faith in
Me, but it is fulfilled by your obedience to My voice. It is not imputed to you by a one-time
confession of My name. Oh, My people, you have been lied to. Read My word for yourselves. Why
listen to those that fatten themselves by fleecing My sheep? I have not sent many of the
shepherds that are out there. They have sent themselves for their own glory and their own profit.
Oh, My people, did I not say in My word to judge them by their fruit? Then where is the fruit, My
people? Oh, but those that have itching ears care not about the fruit. They want to be told all is
well and that they shall prosper if they simply believe on My name and My promises. Lies, lies,
lies, I tell you....

[link to hearhisheart.wordpress.com]
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 6637753
United States
04/23/2012 04:28 PM
Joel Olsteen is not a preacher. He is a motivational speaker. Careful not to step on the toes of any
possible donors!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 14794854
Canada
04/23/2012 04:40 PM
Ok I asked here, what is it that you do in your life eternal in heaven?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I have chosen to undertake the Paradise Journey, that is, to become more spiritual, more perfect
and to seek God, the Son and the Infinite Spirit. I wish to attain the Corps of the Finality. Perhaps,
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I already have as I can't remember where I am in the journey because I am incarnate here on
earth. I know I am here as an observer because these are definitely historic times.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 14911375

I want detail from NON UB readers here, who no concept of heaven or eternal life. I have tried
other threads on this one, without success I might add, except for a few tiny comments.
Even yours must contain however, what you expect to learn in that journey. I have taken it, I am a
Mighty Messenger. As is Esu Immanuel who played the other one of the two in the role of Jesus.
Ones as I said before in this thread, and others, do not party on with Jesus having barbecues with
family and jesus for all eternity. I want these ones to THINK about that one.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

The universe is like a university with many, many levels. The Corps of the Finality is like a PHD
and a Mighty Messenger is like a PHD with extra credits. I know you are a Mighty Messenger, NIP
- I tip my hat.
There is a huge amount of work to do, and a huge amount to learn. It will take a long time and you
will be very busy.
Very generally, I expect to learn how to live by the Will of God, the Univeral Laws, the Laws of
Balance, to love my fellow 'man' despite how they behave and to live in service to others.
I would just like to say though that I wouldn't mind the odd barbeque with family and Jesus once in
a while.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 14488282
United States
04/23/2012 04:49 PM
It is depressing here at GLP, the Christians who preach
John 3:16 saves you or the one time "altar call", accepting
Jesus into your heart as your personal Lord and savior (it maybe, a moment of conversion, it does
not justify a person) saves you and the third lie, from the mouth of Joel Osteen, the "prosperity
gospel."
Wake up everyone, posting again an excerpt from a message given a non-Catholic Christian
messenger, Kevin Barrett on April 1st. No coincidence, April Fools Day. Don't be fooled by these
three false teachings.
Our Salvation is the most important thing, it is a past, present and future task...until the moment
we die.
Message to Kevin Barrett
April 1, 2012
....Oh hear Me, My people. Why do you listen to the hirelings and false teachers and prophets?
Did I not say in My word that not all that say to me ‘Lord’ ‘Lord’ shall enter into the kingdom of
heaven, save those that do the will of the Father who is in heaven? Then why do you still go about
doing your own will and tell yourselves that you are My bride? My people, you have been lied to
by the enemy of your soul. Seek Me in these things. Surely I will reveal My truth to you. I love you,
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My dear children, and it is My desire that each of you share My throne with Me. But unfortunately
only a remnant shall overcome. For too many have listened to the lies told by the false shepherds
and prophets. They speak of how you each are already cleansed and adorned in righteousness
simply by your belief on My name. These are all lies, My people. For does not My word say that
he who does righteousness is righteous? Yes, My people, you are made righteous by your faith in
Me, but it is fulfilled by your obedience to My voice. It is not imputed to you by a one-time
confession of My name. Oh, My people, you have been lied to. Read My word for yourselves. Why
listen to those that fatten themselves by fleecing My sheep? I have not sent many of the
shepherds that are out there. They have sent themselves for their own glory and their own profit.
Oh, My people, did I not say in My word to judge them by their fruit? Then where is the fruit, My
people? Oh, but those that have itching ears care not about the fruit. They want to be told all is
well and that they shall prosper if they simply believe on My name and My promises. Lies, lies,
lies, I tell you....

[link to hearhisheart.wordpress.com]

The message to Kevin Barrett above, he is a PROTESTANT prophet. What say you who preach
the above false teachings on GLP?
Our Lord is trying to "save" you.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2402379
United States
04/23/2012 04:49 PM
I know what he's thinking as he smilingly looks out at the flock. "You suckers. Just keep sending
me that money and I'll keep buying more mansions, jets, and jewels."
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 14925058
United States
04/23/2012 04:54 PM
http://youtu.be/ncPtCbBJkFw
2 Peter 2:1-3
But there were false prophets also among the people, even as there shall be false teachers
among you, who privily shall bring in damnable heresies, even denying the Lord that bought them,
and bring upon themselves swift destruction. And many shall follow their pernicious ways; by
reason of whom the way of truth shall be evil spoken of. And through covetousness shall they with
feigned words make merchandise of you: whose judgment now of a long time lingereth not, and
their damnation slumbereth not.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 11211448
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United States
04/23/2012 06:50 PM
Hi Candace I am slowly making my way through the material on AH and the UB. Since you have asked for our
thoughts about heaven, I am participating.
For years I have pondered the nature of heaven. I have wound up with 2 thoughts. One is that we
may rejoin the father in spirit and simply exist. Then, if we choose to reincarnate, we can.
My other thoughts have been more in line with what is depicted in the movie, "What Dreams May
Come" with Robin Williams. If you've never seen it, spirits return to their own "vision" of heaven.
There, they live as if on Earth. Children were playing and adults were working to help others with
spiritual development.
Hell to me has never been a place. I think of it as the experience of being detached from God.
These thoughts may change as I make my way through the material (and if I ever achieve
anything with my meditation practice:)).
To comment on Joel: On the upside, he has made people see a more benevolent God. However,
the upside that everyone seems to see is materialistic.
My question back to you: Your thoughts on Oprah?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 272195
Canada
04/23/2012 06:55 PM
If I were going to cast for a play - I'd choose someone just like him for the Devil.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
04/23/2012 07:46 PM

Ok I asked here, what is it that you do in your life eternal in heaven?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I have chosen to undertake the Paradise Journey, that is, to become more spiritual, more perfect
and to seek God, the Son and the Infinite Spirit. I wish to attain the Corps of the Finality. Perhaps,
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I already have as I can't remember where I am in the journey because I am incarnate here on
earth. I know I am here as an observer because these are definitely historic times.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 14911375

I want detail from NON UB readers here, who no concept of heaven or eternal life. I have tried
other threads on this one, without success I might add, except for a few tiny comments.
Even yours must contain however, what you expect to learn in that journey. I have taken it, I am a
Mighty Messenger. As is Esu Immanuel who played the other one of the two in the role of Jesus.
Ones as I said before in this thread, and others, do not party on with Jesus having barbecues with
family and jesus for all eternity. I want these ones to THINK about that one.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

The universe is like a university with many, many levels. The Corps of the Finality is like a PHD
and a Mighty Messenger is like a PHD with extra credits. I know you are a Mighty Messenger, NIP
- I tip my hat.
There is a huge amount of work to do, and a huge amount to learn. It will take a long time and you
will be very busy.
Very generally, I expect to learn how to live by the Will of God, the Univeral Laws, the Laws of
Balance, to love my fellow 'man' despite how they behave and to live in service to others.
I would just like to say though that I wouldn't mind the odd barbeque with family and Jesus once in
a while.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 14794854

Well once folks reach in our case, Jerusem, the capital of Satania, the full COSMIC LIFE STARTS
in all seriousness. This is different from the level between planets with space travel. This is time of
visiting lots of sectors, of working with the life carriers while still in Nebadon and all sorts on
incredible and wondrous stuff. There is cosmic stuff even on the higher mansion worlds but it gets
serious when you arrive at the system headquarters. That more or less ends a long period of
"make up your mind" and the fusion with the Father Fragment, then some more experiences
before arriving there. No fluff all serious and wondrous experiences. Never stops after that pretty
much.
"Heaven" is not a place of restful bliss and people need to understand that. Its a place of serious
real living. Those that expect bliss and no work, will not make the grade. One is always, no matter
their level of experience, a student, a worker, and a teacher to those of lesser experience. Even
the Creator Sons, the Ancients of Days and the Master Spirits are always working and learning as
the creation progresses and so will all of you. Heaven is for those seeking always to know more.
Its never going to be "finished".
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
04/23/2012 07:52 PM
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Hi Candace I am slowly making my way through the material on AH and the UB. Since you have asked for our
thoughts about heaven, I am participating.
For years I have pondered the nature of heaven. I have wound up with 2 thoughts. One is that we
may rejoin the father in spirit and simply exist. Then, if we choose to reincarnate, we can.
My other thoughts have been more in line with what is depicted in the movie, "What Dreams May
Come" with Robin Williams. If you've never seen it, spirits return to their own "vision" of heaven.
There, they live as if on Earth. Children were playing and adults were working to help others with
spiritual development.
Hell to me has never been a place. I think of it as the experience of being detached from God.
These thoughts may change as I make my way through the material (and if I ever achieve
anything with my meditation practice:)).
To comment on Joel: On the upside, he has made people see a more benevolent God. However,
the upside that everyone seems to see is materialistic.
My question back to you: Your thoughts on Oprah?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 11211448
I used to like Oprah. Since she went on the Council of Foreign Relations, she seems changed. I
am not sure if she has changed direction, or if its not Oprah any more, because there have been
"changeouts". If its still Oprah I think she sold out. But perhaps not and she has other motives in
that. Not everyone on that Council is dark, the light infiltrates it too.
I guess she is finished with her show? I have forgotten because I lost all interest in it, when most
of her interviews were with the elite and no longer focused on the issues of this world. I don't really
have any concept of her anymore since I have not watched her anymore. Long ago I enjoyed
some of her after the show, shows, because things got more intense once off the regular air and
just on that smaller channel.
I don't think I saw that movie, maybe I should search for it on the web, to see if it sounds familiar.
You do not ever just rejoin the Father and rest though. The only rest is when those who still need
a body, don't have a body, when in the lower stages of experience, but on worlds like this, those
who have chosen eternal life at least tentatively, live in the middle astral realms, which are a mix
of thought/matter realms, Not matter so organized as on earth though at all. In fact as you read
the UB and find out about people making their circles, because this is a planet of slow progress,
the main levels of the mid astral ARE the circles, where some progress can be made between
physical lives. Not all planets have astral realms of the nature of earth. There are special reasons
for them here.
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In terms of living in bliss, these are the closest one gets when reincarnating on this world. They
are entirely mentally constructed, there is no money and any of that sort of competition there, so it
is a period of REST in that regard between lives. But it is not a period of inactivity. No money, No
wars, no earth changes, and all the things that beset people when incarnate from them.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 11211448
United States
04/23/2012 08:56 PM
Hi Candace I am slowly making my way through the material on AH and the UB. Since you have asked for our
thoughts about heaven, I am participating.
For years I have pondered the nature of heaven. I have wound up with 2 thoughts. One is that we
may rejoin the father in spirit and simply exist. Then, if we choose to reincarnate, we can.
My other thoughts have been more in line with what is depicted in the movie, "What Dreams May
Come" with Robin Williams. If you've never seen it, spirits return to their own "vision" of heaven.
There, they live as if on Earth. Children were playing and adults were working to help others with
spiritual development.
Hell to me has never been a place. I think of it as the experience of being detached from God.
These thoughts may change as I make my way through the material (and if I ever achieve
anything with my meditation practice:)).
To comment on Joel: On the upside, he has made people see a more benevolent God. However,
the upside that everyone seems to see is materialistic.
My question back to you: Your thoughts on Oprah?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 11211448
I used to like Oprah. Since she went on the Council of Foreign Relations, she seems changed. I
am not sure if she has changed direction, or if its not Oprah any more, because there have been
"changeouts". If its still Oprah I think she sold out. But perhaps not and she has other motives in
that. Not everyone on that Council is dark, the light infiltrates it too.
I guess she is finished with her show? I have forgotten because I lost all interest in it, when most
of her interviews were with the elite and no longer focused on the issues of this world. I don't really
have any concept of her anymore since I have not watched her anymore. Long ago I enjoyed
some of her after the show, shows, because things got more intense once off the regular air and
just on that smaller channel.
I don't think I saw that movie, maybe I should search for it on the web, to see if it sounds familiar.
You do not ever just rejoin the Father and rest though. The only rest is when those who still need
a body, don't have a body, when in the lower stages of experience, but on worlds like this, those
who have chosen eternal life at least tentatively, live in the middle astral realms, which are a mix
of thought/matter realms, Not matter so organized as on earth though at all. In fact as you read
the UB and find out about people making their circles, because this is a planet of slow progress,
the main levels of the mid astral ARE the circles, where some progress can be made between
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physical lives. Not all planets have astral realms of the nature of earth. There are special reasons
for them here.
In terms of living in bliss, these are the closest one gets when reincarnating on this world. They
are entirely mentally constructed, there is no money and any of that sort of competition there, so it
is a period of REST in that regard between lives. But it is not a period of inactivity. No money, No
wars, no earth changes, and all the things that beset people when incarnate from them.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Hmmmmm. Interesting thoughts on Oprah. I still can't get my brain around the fact that people are
cloned. Although, when I pay attention, I notice that there do seem to be some before/after
incidents. I'll have to ponder that one a bit longer.
Oprah did go off the air, but still runs some shows on her own network. I stopped watching the
daily show a few years ago. I have caught some of her new specials, including the one posted
here. What stuck out to me was how Joel's church is really run like a business and how well he
and his wife live. When I see that, it highlights the difference between how he and his family are
living vs how Esu lived.
Can one live in that much splendor, when others can't, and remain true to the path? I don't know.
oh9876
User ID: 11271958
United States
04/24/2012 01:54 PM
Joel and Vicky are soon to be REALITY TV STARS:
[link to www.cbsnews.com]
(CBS/AP) Houston televangelist Joel Osteen is a preacher, lecturer and author. Soon, he'll add
reality TV star to his accomplishments.
The leader of a Texas megachurch, whose Sunday services are broadcast to audiences around
the world, has signed an agreement to work with producer Mark Burnett to develop a reality show
about his mission trips with members of his Lakewood Church.
Osteen, 48, announced the agreement Tuesday. He said the program would also feature Victoria,
his wife of more than two decades.
oh9876
User ID: 11271958
United States
04/24/2012 01:56 PM
About Oprah: I find it interesting the guests she chooses and how she chooses to prop them up.
Asking (mostly implying) that Joel is the World's Preacher...
She has her own network now called OWN. And still has a weekly show I believe - very boring -I
just see random clips like the one with Joel online.
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oh9876
User ID: 11271958
United States
04/24/2012 02:22 PM
Also telling there is a world on stage and no sign of a cross. Somewhat plays into Oprah's
comment...
Lady Jane Smith
The hand wielding the sword bears the shame
User ID: 6718122
United States
04/24/2012 02:35 PM

I remember this happening when we still lived in Texas. It shows just how these people consider
themselves to be royalty and above everyone else. The link is about the Mrs. getting thrown off an
airplane in Houston & arrested after having a hissy fit over a water droplet on an armrest in FIRST
CLASS. OBTW, I do not think I have ever seen that woman wearing anything other than a $2000+
suit.
OBTW, she was enroute to Vail, CO. Certainly a place most of us can afford to vacation :-P
[link to libertysblog.com]
[link to www.huffingtonpost.com]
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
04/24/2012 04:08 PM

Hi Candace I am slowly making my way through the material on AH and the UB. Since you have asked for our
thoughts about heaven, I am participating.
For years I have pondered the nature of heaven. I have wound up with 2 thoughts. One is that we
may rejoin the father in spirit and simply exist. Then, if we choose to reincarnate, we can.
My other thoughts have been more in line with what is depicted in the movie, "What Dreams May
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Come" with Robin Williams. If you've never seen it, spirits return to their own "vision" of heaven.
There, they live as if on Earth. Children were playing and adults were working to help others with
spiritual development.
Hell to me has never been a place. I think of it as the experience of being detached from God.
These thoughts may change as I make my way through the material (and if I ever achieve
anything with my meditation practice:)).
To comment on Joel: On the upside, he has made people see a more benevolent God. However,
the upside that everyone seems to see is materialistic.
My question back to you: Your thoughts on Oprah?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 11211448
I used to like Oprah. Since she went on the Council of Foreign Relations, she seems changed. I
am not sure if she has changed direction, or if its not Oprah any more, because there have been
"changeouts". If its still Oprah I think she sold out. But perhaps not and she has other motives in
that. Not everyone on that Council is dark, the light infiltrates it too.
I guess she is finished with her show? I have forgotten because I lost all interest in it, when most
of her interviews were with the elite and no longer focused on the issues of this world. I don't really
have any concept of her anymore since I have not watched her anymore. Long ago I enjoyed
some of her after the show, shows, because things got more intense once off the regular air and
just on that smaller channel.
I don't think I saw that movie, maybe I should search for it on the web, to see if it sounds familiar.
You do not ever just rejoin the Father and rest though. The only rest is when those who still need
a body, don't have a body, when in the lower stages of experience, but on worlds like this, those
who have chosen eternal life at least tentatively, live in the middle astral realms, which are a mix
of thought/matter realms, Not matter so organized as on earth though at all. In fact as you read
the UB and find out about people making their circles, because this is a planet of slow progress,
the main levels of the mid astral ARE the circles, where some progress can be made between
physical lives. Not all planets have astral realms of the nature of earth. There are special reasons
for them here.
In terms of living in bliss, these are the closest one gets when reincarnating on this world. They
are entirely mentally constructed, there is no money and any of that sort of competition there, so it
is a period of REST in that regard between lives. But it is not a period of inactivity. No money, No
wars, no earth changes, and all the things that beset people when incarnate from them.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Hmmmmm. Interesting thoughts on Oprah. I still can't get my brain around the fact that people are
cloned. Although, when I pay attention, I notice that there do seem to be some before/after
incidents. I'll have to ponder that one a bit longer.
Oprah did go off the air, but still runs some shows on her own network. I stopped watching the
daily show a few years ago. I have caught some of her new specials, including the one posted
here. What stuck out to me was how Joel's church is really run like a business and how well he
and his wife live. When I see that, it highlights the difference between how he and his family are
living vs how Esu lived.
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Can one live in that much splendor, when others can't, and remain true to the path? I don't know.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 11211448
You old enough to remember Jimmy Carter, the RUSSIANS cloned him several times until
America caught up to them and produced a different"style" He was cloned at least 25 times during
the period of experimenting. There is a special technology, you must remember that the physical
is NOT real, it is merely "compacted" energy. The DNA is very easy to make more of, and clones
can be made in days. Ones don't even realize, that wen they get to the mansion worlds, they get a
new body, made from the information stored in their souls. But minus the need to a bathroom. It is
not only possible, but the life carriers do it commonly in those "resurrection" halls, covered in the
Urantia Book. The body made will look like a version of the person when they were around 25
years old in life.
As to splendar, always goes to motive and how the money is used. I could not do that personally,
but if I was a big wig I would have personal aids, housekeepers and the like to afford me the time
that I would benefit from, but I would not need any bigger house that what I would actually need
for the role. I could be president of the US of A and live in a mobile home, it wouldn't bother me. I
would just keep it better looking than this one.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1126441
United States
04/24/2012 05:24 PM
Candace,
Perhaps an unrelated question to this thread. How do you describe/explain dreams? I mean what
are they really?
To say they are 'holograms' seems to take away some of their reality. To say we 'soul travel' in
dreams seems closer to the truth to me but then where and how are we 'soul traveling'.
Most of my dreams involve people I know, or people I know of (famous or not), in other 'social
contexts'. Sometimes there are definite messages that I can bring back to this life from bits of
conversations I remember in the dream. But they always require a bit of analysis, nothing is ever
straight up.
Also, many times the dreams involve myself and others actually 'dressing' or 'undressing' as we
enter or leave the dream scene. The dressing/undressing seems very unnecessary if it's just a
hologram. Not sure why it's necessary even if it's actual soul travels. Also the bodies are esentially
perfected bodies that seem physical but 'lighter' that look around the age of 25.
Why I am able to perceive this, and not completely understand it all, is a mystery to me. Happens
every night, just about.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1025215
United States
04/24/2012 05:36 PM
not a real pastor.
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
04/24/2012 05:58 PM

well he was just on CNN with the Wolf. While he states hindus, muslims etc all are nice folks he
will not make them equal to Christians, and these religions have more truth about God than does
Christianity, near as I have been able to discern.
He will not make MAN a FAITH SON of the Father, which must include all MEN/Women who
make any effort at spiritual growth. The FATHER FRAGMENT comes to all NEW Souls with
normal minds when they commit their first genuine moral act. Again, around age 5 on this world.
Those reincarnating on this world already of course got their's during some past life.
And although he was asked about Romney, he agreed with a little choking that mormons are
christians, but off beat sort of words chosen. He did say maybe sometime in the distant future, the
US of A could perhaps face a muslim or hindu president.
New Jerusalem Russ Ewert
New Jerusalem Russ Ewert
User ID: 1099932
United States
04/24/2012 06:03 PM

I sent the New Jerusalem Calendar info to Joel's ministry. Hopefully he gets up to speed.

Tue Apr 2/8/12
Ohwell
User ID: 1130828
United Kingdom
04/24/2012 06:09 PM
your the one spreading the antichrists lies.
Joel preaches the Great God and Savior Jesus Christ. Believe on the name of the Lord Jesus
Christ and be saved.
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Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4619492

Yes, he also admitted in an interview when asked if Bin Laden should be killed for the attacks of
9/11. He said, "Yes". I really dont know what to make of this but I can say people like him and
other leaders xtians look up to are deceiving, manipulating and confusing the followers.
Not only is Bin Laden not responsible for those attacks, the very scrutiny of the inconsistencies of
the official 9/11 story, the lies and cover up of building 7 collapse etc. blows your religious belief
systems wide open and exposes it for what it truly is....DECEPTION.
Keep on believing in delusions.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
04/24/2012 06:28 PM

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

your the one spreading the antichrists lies.
Joel preaches the Great God and Savior Jesus Christ. Believe on the name of the Lord Jesus
Christ and be saved.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4619492

NOT how it works. YOU SAVE YOURSELF BY YOUR CHOICE To take eternal life and by your
work on your own spirit. Has not one thing to do with Jesus Christ. This is law in the whole
creation and Jesus is God of 1/700,000 of it. as Michael of Nebadon.
ABADDON - APOLLYON .
Mermageddon Apollo Giggity giggadoom!
User ID: 14392840
United States
04/24/2012 06:40 PM
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This guys is a fuckin genius!! I think he is worth well over 20 million.....
seems like a good guy, good speaker, reasonable person, a lot of what he preaches about is
actually good advice...
he just uses GOD and JESUS to gain his fortune.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 10223986

Hes a great speaker, great smile, People listen to him and feel good
I admit that I listen to his talks
He genuinely radiates enthusiasm for what he does. And maybe then a person is worth their
riches.
Im usually bothered by mega rich people, but Joel Olsteen doesnt bother me, Hes too nice.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5038684
United States
04/24/2012 07:00 PM
Even Jesus said, "The son of Man has no where to lay his head."
We are to store up our treasures in heaven--not on earth.
I've never liked Joel Osteen. I don't think there's anything wrong with having food, running water, a
car and so on--but prosperity is so foreign to most of the world. We don't live like most of the
world--they live in reality--we don't. Not really. His message doesn't apply to persecuted christians.
It's a false message. It's an infomercial.
Merci
User ID: 1499647
United States
04/24/2012 07:24 PM

only those who enter God's covenant via belief in Jesus Christ -- that He died for our sins and
rose from the dead to provide us the free gift of eternal life -- have the Holy Spirit within
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it is not a default position for all. we have to ask Him to come in by believing in Jesus.
love rb
Quoting: rb 2426617

NO this was NEVER EVER Taught by GOD or JESUS. For it is a LIE. And a lot of stuff even in the
OT, is the miserably misunderstanding of that group of people in those days, so miserable that is
one reason for choosing that area for the Incarnation. The orientals and those in Western
Hemisphere at the time were fr advanced of that, and even in India they were too.
NOBODY can DIE for your sins. And only people who are working on purpose against God
knowingly, sin. all the other stuff is errors in judgement while the soul is learning.
The Holy Spirit within, is the FATHER FRAGMENT which is FIRST PERSON TRINITY making
YOU a SON of the FATHER. A Faith Son at first, and a real son later on in the evolutionary
journey. Once you know enough truth and have had enough life experience to make a real choice
to pursue eternity, your MIND/Soul will MERGE with your FAther Fragment, which if done WHILE
embodied, will consume the body. This very thing doesn't happen much on this world and if
witnessed, most would assume you were just murdered by God, from the bright flash produced.
Eternity is a long long time. There are beings already trillions of years old. It is not this simple.
Your FATHEr FRAGMENT is NOT EVEN INVITED BY YOU. If this is your first life, it shows up
automatically when you make your first real MORAL decision, and on this planet, the average age
for that is 5.
You ones are not told truth. I find it worse than sad because this delusion actually slows your soul
growth,, which IS the satanic idea.
Jesus was never the name of the Christed Ones that came anyway 2000 years ago. Now I ask, in
honesty, what about all those born into other religions and cultures? They go to hell right? NO.
They have the same opportunity to learn about the GOD within as do you. Has NOTHING to do
with"believing" ON the name Jesus . It does involve consciously learning to walk in the shoes of
GOD so that you manifest him on this world. the Joel Osteen types do not teach that, at all. They
keep you from discovering yourself.
He did NOT rise from the DEAD. He never DIED, meaning his body. How does a BODY rise from
the dead, you hve confused this great soul with the body. NONE of you are your BODY. You are
your SPIRIT. and the way your describe your holy spirit within, while laudable in a sense, you
have just ignored your own soul/spirit that is still separate from your Father Fragment.
Do you MEDITATE? IF SO, congratulations. If you have truly "heard" your Father Fragment
(which again is not the Holy Spirit, not the 3rd person trinity,, but it doesn't matter so much), this
means that you had your MIND quieted enough that your FAther Fragment, could get a world in
edgewise.
You ones have got to stop separating and making yourselves Special and Different from all your
other brothers and sisters trying to know god on this planet. And I highly am appalled with that.
That is why I asked above how about Muslims et all.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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Where are you getting your information from???
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 8437259

A bunch of it, right from "Jesus" himself, and much of it from my soul. I have my monad to access.
However, you can read some really good stuff about his life in the two links below I will provide.
The first one, PJ #2, And the Called His Name Immanuel is by Esu Immanuel, one of the TWO
who shared the body, and Judas Iscariot, who was NOT the betrayer, but was his best friend and
scribe. The betrayer was JUDA Ihariot, son of Simon the Pharisee.
The other is an english translation, of the German Book called the Talmud of Immanuel. After Esu
passed in Indian at about 115 years of age, his son Joseph brought the records of Judas back to
the old grave in Jerusalem. Judas went to India with him and continued to scribe. The priest who
was taken to the grave, was later MURDERED as was every family member the thugs could
locate. The basic story is explained in both links. The book of Matthew in mentioned in the 2nd
link is NOT at all from the scrolls as they try to suggest. They could not be, matthew had no
access to them, they were in India, until Joseph went back to jerusalem, but they are both a
wondrous read and you should read them. Some of the records were not legible anymore and
some were supposedly destroyed when the priest was killed, but I am told no, they were rescued
and will be presented to man at a later date.

Both these links are pdf downloads. [link to tweeofmeer.webs.com] to the one with Judas
translating from his own ARAMAIC notes along with commentary by Esu (Jesus), and others.
[link to fourwinds10.com] this one is the Talmud of Immanuel, which was LONG available from
even Amazon and is no longer in print. As above, its an english translation from the original
german which was a translation from the aramaic notes of Judas.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Not the God of Abraham. The urantia is a piece of work channeled by higher spiritual beings and
recited and recorded for future human beings to embrace as many do.
They are just misguided, as they accuse others of being as they continue to believe half truths
and point their grubby index finger at others, for being misguided and foolish.
All the while not realizing they have three fingers pointing back at them.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 13576200
United States
04/24/2012 07:27 PM
joel or raj patel which comes first to show their true evil
Merci
User ID: 1499647
United States
04/24/2012 07:31 PM
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This guys is a fuckin genius!! I think he is worth well over 20 million.....
seems like a good guy, good speaker, reasonable person, a lot of what he preaches about is
actually good advice...
he just uses GOD and JESUS to gain his fortune.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 10223986

Hes a great speaker, great smile, People listen to him and feel good
I admit that I listen to his talks
He genuinely radiates enthusiasm for what he does. And maybe then a person is worth their
riches.
Im usually bothered by mega rich people, but Joel Olsteen doesnt bother me, Hes too nice.
Quoting: ABADDON - APOLLYON .

Yes he seems to be.
He was in a breakfast restaurant once and the waitress was awful, rushed and rude and forgot
everything. Instead of stiffing her he tipped her a twenty thinking it would help her day out.
I'm sure he was right.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 6860
United States
04/24/2012 07:44 PM
It's all old ladies sending in their social security money, that's where 95% of that 20 million came
from,... or crazy people.
Benny Hinn, Joyce Meyer, Kenneth Copeland, it's all about duping senile old people.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5257131

What do you think about Joyce M compared to Joel O?
Quoting: oh9876

Whore of babylon the whole lot of em'.
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2194560
United States
04/24/2012 08:13 PM
Just another used car salesman with a low frequency. The same goes for his wife and for
oprahharpo. People are so easily duped
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4364407
United States
04/24/2012 08:20 PM
Here is a good message to all the preachers and religious teachers. See: [link to
www.hallvworthington.com]
HyruleRupee
User ID: 14029913
United States
04/24/2012 08:25 PM

There was a thread on here a few months ago about whom you would like most to punch in the
face......Joel Olsteen and Oprah were the top two on my list! Seriously, I am a good Christian
woman and mother of two great kids, but something about JO makes my skin crawl and puke start
to fill my mouth.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4364407
United States
04/24/2012 08:27 PM
The hijacking of Christianity is not a recent development. It was already occuring in the time of the
Apostles. Jesus said the false prophets in sheep's clothing would come. John said the antichrists
and false apostles had come and had gone out from among them. Peter saw the false teachers
had come. Paul and Jude saw the false apostles had come, and warned the brothers night and
day for three years of more coming. And in Revelation, John saw where the whole world was to
go after the false prophets and the false church, which occurred shortly afterwards. The false
church is Revelation's whore of Babylon, riding the beast of many names [30,000 sects in
Christendom], with horns like a lamb [that resembles the true church], but who speaks like a
dragon [men speaking from their carnal minds, which is enmity with God, and their vain opinions
from their evil imaginations] instead of speaking words supplied by the Holy Spirit, as Jesus and
the Apostles did.
By 400 AD, true Christianity was no longer seen in the world, to appear briefly again 1260 years
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later with the early Quakers.The Quakers soon became completely apostatized, resulting in the
true church once again returning to the wilderness, where the Lord is leading individuals around
the world, who one day will coalesce to bring the true church public once again.
See also: [link to www.hallvworthington.com]
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 14660099
United States
04/24/2012 08:28 PM
Joel Osteen is a very nice man. Shame on OP for her venom. Someone who hates like she does
has nothing to teach others.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
04/24/2012 09:31 PM

Joel Osteen is a very nice man. Shame on OP for her venom. Someone who hates like she does
has nothing to teach others.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 14660099

He is where he is because he has agreed to deception. Nice appearing or not.
I do not hate, I CRY.
hateful person.

I could not have partnered with the TWO who were Jesus if I was a

Your churches in general are corrupted, even if the clerics are honest people. The truth is not
allowed on this world. Some of you I assume have figured out politics at least some, and the same
applies to churches. When clerics that are honest get out of bounds, murder and church burnings
happen. The Minister even that Obama once went too, was doing some honest political work and
that had a lot to do with the bashing he received. Also 3members of that church that were gay and
had relations with Obama were murdered, brutally in fact.
Your churches are under the control of the Antichrist and you are not taught the real truth. If this
man has gotten so popular generally suggests he is in bed with the antichrists running this world.
In the single piece I mentioned in the first post, if you read the rest of it, it was full of goo about the
doubting thomas too.
As I am pretty sure I posted here in this thread, (and yet again, I have posted it many a time on
this forum, Judas was NOT the betrayer. He was IN FACT personal scribe to Jesus and his best
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friend. he went with Jesus to India in fact after the crucifixion. You are lied to so badly it is painful
to those of us from heaven, including the returned jesus, both of them, for the incarnation was
shared by two.
Some of this maybe do not matter, but the fact you are still taught that this mean nasty God is
outside of you, is completely tragic. In fact something mean and nasty is in many christians that is
horrid indeed. I have seen supposedly "nice" people's eyes turn very dark and nasty when they
condemn folks to hellfire and that means they are working for the dark ones. Always. the Eyes are
the window to the soul. Watch peoples eyes. What your own kind when they proceed to condemn
some one to hell. Its not a bit pretty. And then they turn around and pretend to be all loving. They
are not. You an see the game. WAtch your own minister, because you can pick up the evil eye n
them too.
This world is going to need to be evacuated because of all man's problems and so many were not
necessary if churches actually taught truth and walked in the shoes of God. I have no problem
with them, except they don't do much. NO church should even get a 501c3, because the boards of
them get that, they have signed a paper to serve the antichrist. And then they CAN and ARE
prosecuted at times.
ArunaLuna
User ID: 6669575
United States
04/24/2012 09:32 PM

LOVE to watch that dude...I always think he MUST smoke weed before he preaches. I mean he
HAS to...there's no way someone can smile like that for an hour and talk about God and not be
stoned as fuck.

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
04/24/2012 09:34 PM
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LOVE to watch that dude...I always think he MUST smoke weed before he preaches. I mean he
HAS to...there's no way someone can smile like that for an hour and talk about God and not be
stoned as fuck.

Quoting: ArunaLuna

On TV today I thought he was stoned, his eyes etc implied that, his coordination was off. Jerry
Falwell used to brag about needing to get drunk to be able to get in front of people and spew his
shit, he knew it was shit.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
04/24/2012 09:37 PM

Before some of you continue to judge me, I suggest you watched every single video in my
signature file. None is by me, they are by 3 of our GLOBAL team members. Hazel is an incarnate
Melchizedek. I am not allowed to state who Kibo Dabi is publicaly. Eve has revealed publicly I
think but am not sure something about her origin, related to inner earth but I can't remember what
is public or not so I am not going there.
AbundantHope whether you like of it or not, Is the official 2nd Coming organization and will govern
this world for a time after the big cleanse.
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ArunaLuna
User ID: 6669575
United States
04/24/2012 09:37 PM

I think they really must struggle with it at some point. I mean they get famous to a point and can
you imagine being them and actually waking up to the bs that religion really is and then have to
CONTINUE to make your living that way?!

I hate that people have to suffer like that...
I'm sure it happens to a lot of people...get stuck in a cycle they recognize as bad for them but they
continue because they lack the ability to get over the hump (meaning make their change from the
inside out...manifest their inner work into their outer world)...
ArunaLuna
User ID: 6669575
United States
04/24/2012 09:38 PM

I'm not judging anyone...(fyi)...just love some good convo...
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 14488282
United States
04/24/2012 09:39 PM
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It's all old ladies sending in their social security money, that's where 95% of that 20 million came
from,... or crazy people.
Benny Hinn, Joyce Meyer, Kenneth Copeland, it's all about duping senile old people.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5257131

What do you think about Joyce M compared to Joel O?
Quoting: oh9876

Whore of babylon the whole lot of em'.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 6860

All pushing that lying "prosperity gospel", it's not of
Christ and neither is any woman minister. Read Scripture.
Snarf
User ID: 1528429
United States
04/24/2012 09:54 PM

Sounds like somebody is jealous of the success of Mr. Osteen.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
04/24/2012 10:18 PM

It's all old ladies sending in their social security money, that's where 95% of that 20 million came
from,... or crazy people.
Benny Hinn, Joyce Meyer, Kenneth Copeland, it's all about duping senile old people.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5257131
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What do you think about Joyce M compared to Joel O?
Quoting: oh9876

Whore of babylon the whole lot of em'.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 6860

All pushing that lying "prosperity gospel", it's not of
Christ and neither is any woman minister. Read Scripture.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 14488282

I am female and ORDAINED by Christ Michael, back in 2003. Sex has NOTHING to do with it.
Your bible is not always accurate, that was a male dominated world. In the real creation women
are equals. Always. All our team members, regardless of sex are ordained.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
04/24/2012 10:19 PM

Sounds like somebody is jealous of the success of Mr. Osteen.
Quoting: Snarf

I don't need that kind of success. I will not get on a stage and lie for money. I long to build a global
civilization that does NOT use money , nor digital credits of any sort. it is NOT needed. Its always
fake, even if backed by precious metals.
Merci
User ID: 1499647
United States
04/25/2012 10:06 AM
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I remember this happening when we still lived in Texas. It shows just how these people consider
themselves to be royalty and above everyone else. The link is about the Mrs. getting thrown off an
airplane in Houston & arrested after having a hissy fit over a water droplet on an armrest in FIRST
CLASS. OBTW, I do not think I have ever seen that woman wearing anything other than a $2000+
suit.
OBTW, she was enroute to Vail, CO. Certainly a place most of us can afford to vacation :-P
[link to libertysblog.com]
[link to www.huffingtonpost.com]
Quoting: Lady Jane Smith

You ENVY is raising its ugly head.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 13944478
United States
04/25/2012 11:28 AM
i filtered joels photo a couple of years ago and his pupils came out totally square, like tv sets.
my first thought was is he some kind of hynotist?
now i wonder if hes not simply a type of robotoid
Lady Jane Smith
The hand wielding the sword bears the shame
User ID: 6718122
United States
04/25/2012 12:05 PM

I remember this happening when we still lived in Texas. It shows just how these people consider
themselves to be royalty and above everyone else. The link is about the Mrs. getting thrown off an
airplane in Houston & arrested after having a hissy fit over a water droplet on an armrest in FIRST
CLASS. OBTW, I do not think I have ever seen that woman wearing anything other than a $2000+
suit.
OBTW, she was enroute to Vail, CO. Certainly a place most of us can afford to vacation :-P
[link to libertysblog.com]
[link to www.huffingtonpost.com]
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Quoting: Lady Jane Smith

You ENVY is raising its ugly head.
Quoting: Merci

Merely stating facts. Her behaviour is a matter of public record.
I simply question those who claim to walk the path of Christ but live in conspicuous opulence. I do
not expect them to live as paupers but a bit more understated would lend credibility to their game.
You are welcome to follow the Osteens if you choose. Free will is yours.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
04/25/2012 12:23 PM

I remember this happening when we still lived in Texas. It shows just how these people consider
themselves to be royalty and above everyone else. The link is about the Mrs. getting thrown off an
airplane in Houston & arrested after having a hissy fit over a water droplet on an armrest in FIRST
CLASS. OBTW, I do not think I have ever seen that woman wearing anything other than a $2000+
suit.
OBTW, she was enroute to Vail, CO. Certainly a place most of us can afford to vacation :-P
[link to libertysblog.com]
[link to www.huffingtonpost.com]
Quoting: Lady Jane Smith

You ENVY is raising its ugly head.
Quoting: Merci

Merely stating facts. Her behaviour is a matter of public record.
I simply question those who claim to walk the path of Christ but live in conspicuous opulence. I do
not expect them to live as paupers but a bit more understated would lend credibility to their game.
You are welcome to follow the Osteens if you choose. Free will is yours.
Quoting: Lady Jane Smith
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except free will is fully theirs. free will implies being able to REASON, and no "follow". I would love
to see some actually develop CONSCIOUS free will.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
04/25/2012 12:23 PM

I remember this happening when we still lived in Texas. It shows just how these people consider
themselves to be royalty and above everyone else. The link is about the Mrs. getting thrown off an
airplane in Houston & arrested after having a hissy fit over a water droplet on an armrest in FIRST
CLASS. OBTW, I do not think I have ever seen that woman wearing anything other than a $2000+
suit.
OBTW, she was enroute to Vail, CO. Certainly a place most of us can afford to vacation :-P
[link to libertysblog.com]
[link to www.huffingtonpost.com]
Quoting: Lady Jane Smith

You ENVY is raising its ugly head.
Quoting: Merci

Merely stating facts. Her behaviour is a matter of public record.
I simply question those who claim to walk the path of Christ but live in conspicuous opulence. I do
not expect them to live as paupers but a bit more understated would lend credibility to their game.
You are welcome to follow the Osteens if you choose. Free will is yours.
Quoting: Lady Jane Smith

except free will is NOT fully theirs. free will implies being able to REASON, and not"follow". I
would love to see some actually develop CONSCIOUS free will.
Merci
User ID: 1499647
United States
04/25/2012 12:24 PM
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I remember this happening when we still lived in Texas. It shows just how these people consider
themselves to be royalty and above everyone else. The link is about the Mrs. getting thrown off an
airplane in Houston & arrested after having a hissy fit over a water droplet on an armrest in FIRST
CLASS. OBTW, I do not think I have ever seen that woman wearing anything other than a $2000+
suit.
OBTW, she was enroute to Vail, CO. Certainly a place most of us can afford to vacation :-P
[link to libertysblog.com]
[link to www.huffingtonpost.com]
Quoting: Lady Jane Smith

You ENVY is raising its ugly head.
Quoting: Merci

Merely stating facts. Her behaviour is a matter of public record.
I simply question those who claim to walk the path of Christ but live in conspicuous opulence. I do
not expect them to live as paupers but a bit more understated would lend credibility to their game.
You are welcome to follow the Osteens if you choose. Free will is yours.
Quoting: Lady Jane Smith

LOL at how you assume whom I follow.
Is it your place to assume or question?
You dare to elevate yourself as the mighty judge of others?
Your assumptions "simply" show your enlightenment and why you covet other peoples
possessions.
Did not Abraham live in "conspicuous opulence" blessed upon him by god?
Who are you to say whom god wishes to bless or not?
Yes you are correct about one thing. Freewill is the cursed path all human beings must travel and
some stumble and fall over the freewill imposed upon them. For they have no idea how to manage
such power.
Comparison would be giving a one year old a loaded hand gun.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1437581
United States
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04/25/2012 01:17 PM
NIP, religion is one of the hidden dynasties used by satan
in this flesh realm.
Four Hidden Dynasties:
Education, politics, economy, and religion.
Christianity is not a religion, it's a reality.
That's why satan can lie from the pulpit and
sheeple sit in the pews and eat it up.
They have no truth to base anything that
is taught to them, so how would they know
truth or not?
Lady Jane Smith
The hand wielding the sword bears the shame
User ID: 6718122
United States
04/25/2012 01:26 PM

I remember this happening when we still lived in Texas. It shows just how these people consider
themselves to be royalty and above everyone else. The link is about the Mrs. getting thrown off an
airplane in Houston & arrested after having a hissy fit over a water droplet on an armrest in FIRST
CLASS. OBTW, I do not think I have ever seen that woman wearing anything other than a $2000+
suit.
OBTW, she was enroute to Vail, CO. Certainly a place most of us can afford to vacation :-P
[link to libertysblog.com]
[link to www.huffingtonpost.com]
Quoting: Lady Jane Smith

You ENVY is raising its ugly head.
Quoting: Merci

Merely stating facts. Her behaviour is a matter of public record.
I simply question those who claim to walk the path of Christ but live in conspicuous opulence. I do
not expect them to live as paupers but a bit more understated would lend credibility to their game.
You are welcome to follow the Osteens if you choose. Free will is yours.
Quoting: Lady Jane Smith
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LOL at how you assume whom I follow.
Is it your place to assume or question?
You dare to elevate yourself as the mighty judge of others?
Your assumptions "simply" show your enlightenment and why you covet other peoples
possessions.
Did not Abraham live in "conspicuous opulence" blessed upon him by god?
Who are you to say whom god wishes to bless or not?
Yes you are correct about one thing. Freewill is the cursed path all human beings must travel and
some stumble and fall over the freewill imposed upon them. For they have no idea how to manage
such power.
Comparison would be giving a one year old a loaded hand gun.
Quoting: Merci

Were you not judging me as well?
It would appear you wish only to bait in a battle. I will no longer respond to you.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
04/25/2012 01:37 PM

I banned her Jane, she is a black magic practioner and not allowed here. I removed a particularly
disturbing post before making my decision.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 9787765
United States
04/25/2012 01:40 PM
yeah i started watching him then i mentioned into someone they told me he twist things all up i
was like yeah yeah whatever but no i cant watch him lol
Lady Jane Smith
The hand wielding the sword bears the shame
User ID: 6718122
United States
04/25/2012 01:43 PM
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I banned her Jane, she is a black magic practioner and not allowed here. I removed a particularly
disturbing post before making my decision.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Thanks, NIP
Black magic. Something I know little about other than it has a terrible way of backfiring on people
who dabble in it. Would certainly explain why she was trying so hard to tap me.
Adventus Domini
User ID: 893880
United States
04/25/2012 02:43 PM

These satanic forces tickle your ears and you respond.
". . . Satan himself transforms himself into an angel of light. Therefore it is no great thing if his
ministers also transform themselves into ministers of righteousness, whose end will be according
to their works"
2 Corinthians chapter 11, verses 14 & 15
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
04/25/2012 02:48 PM

I banned her Jane, she is a black magic practioner and not allowed here. I removed a particularly
disturbing post before making my decision.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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Thanks, NIP
Black magic. Something I know little about other than it has a terrible way of backfiring on people
who dabble in it. Would certainly explain why she was trying so hard to tap me.
Quoting: Lady Jane Smith
well I am surely getting "Proof" of dark support for Osteen since early yesterday. I am having to
keep my shields up. Somebodies are not happy. I am unpinning it from my personal pins, going to
ignore it. I didn't realize it would cause such an sustained effort that it has drawn from certain
kinds of folks.
Snarf
User ID: 1528429
United States
04/25/2012 03:59 PM

I remember this happening when we still lived in Texas. It shows just how these people consider
themselves to be royalty and above everyone else. The link is about the Mrs. getting thrown off an
airplane in Houston & arrested after having a hissy fit over a water droplet on an armrest in FIRST
CLASS. OBTW, I do not think I have ever seen that woman wearing anything other than a $2000+
suit.
OBTW, she was enroute to Vail, CO. Certainly a place most of us can afford to vacation :-P
[link to libertysblog.com]
[link to www.huffingtonpost.com]
Quoting: Lady Jane Smith

You ENVY is raising its ugly head.
Quoting: Merci

Merely stating facts. Her behaviour is a matter of public record.
I simply question those who claim to walk the path of Christ but live in conspicuous opulence. I do
not expect them to live as paupers but a bit more understated would lend credibility to their game.
You are welcome to follow the Osteens if you choose. Free will is yours.
Quoting: Lady Jane Smith

except free will is NOT fully theirs. free will implies being able to REASON, and not"follow". I
would love to see some actually develop CONSCIOUS free will.
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Quoting: Nobody in Particular
Um, you follow a group of imaginary aliens. Where is your free will?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 15094665
United States
04/26/2012 10:08 AM

...

You ENVY is raising its ugly head.
Quoting: Merci

Merely stating facts. Her behaviour is a matter of public record.
I simply question those who claim to walk the path of Christ but live in conspicuous opulence. I do
not expect them to live as paupers but a bit more understated would lend credibility to their game.
You are welcome to follow the Osteens if you choose. Free will is yours.
Quoting: Lady Jane Smith

except free will is NOT fully theirs. free will implies being able to REASON, and not"follow". I
would love to see some actually develop CONSCIOUS free will.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
Um, you follow a group of imaginary aliens. Where is your free will?
Quoting: Snarf
My group of aliens is not imaginary. I willfully chose this work and willfully created by organization
with the returned Jesus. All Based on careful thought and reason.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1574609
United States
04/26/2012 10:13 AM
Harming plenty.
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...

did anyone see the vid?
Quoting: oh9876

OOPS - Oprah called him "America's Preacher, and or the WORLD'S PREACHER."
HMMMMMMMMMM.
Quoting: oh9876

Osteen says he wants a "wide net of hope," but why does his hope always seem to be "prosperity"
and or cash here and now? Does not line up with the Bible whatsoever.
Quoting: oh9876

Just because he has money does not mean he is not saved through Jesus Christ, which is what
he preaches from the times I have heard him.
Is he profiting? Yes. Is he sinning? Maybe, but that is between him and God. We don't know his
sins.
He is no harming anyone and hopefully many have come to Christ through his preaching.
If he let's this go to his head to the point that he sins, than God will correct him and we can pray
that he listens but this man shouldn't be a concern for anyone. There are WAY bigger problems
on this earth.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 8437259
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 15094665
United States
04/26/2012 10:17 AM

I found this red thumb today You know, NIP, I really try to give you the benefit of the doubt, I've
even left you green karma before, but you don't get to insult my *idea* of heaven. Tone down the
judgement. -I will PROD others ideas of "heaven", because the lame ideas of heaven, eternal life, careers and
learning over eternal life are from the abyss of ignorance with no desire to LEARN, PONDER
CONSIDER what "leaven " and eternal LIFE ARE. We are working to RAISE UP YOUR
KNOWLEDGE. IF you or others want to believe in the fluffy stuff,, fine, but it will delay the growth
of knowledge. This world is probably the most resistant world ever in wanting to know cosmology
and what the soul does for trillions of years,
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If you are smart enough to write the read thumb in the manner that you did, you are smart enough
to learn something about eternal life, to entertain real ideas about it. If you felt I insulted your idea
of heaven, then your idea of heaven as expressed was probably pretty lame.
This is 4d, barely, a dimension where people are PRODDED spiritually from above to learn to
think and argue and stop all the following, for when you follow, you generally support the BEAST
and thee is never peace because of it. During 4d you begin to learn to stand in your shoes.
Arguing is the norm in 4d. Christ came to set it up when he said I did not come in peace. It was
slow to come, jus barely started a few years ago, after 2000 years. you ones will learn to think and
also reason about the future, here and in the next life, or you are returning to the same level of
school someplace else.
Salt
mmm...tasty
User ID: 1313099
United States
04/26/2012 10:20 AM

Joel Osteen, a prosperity teacher, is FALSE and UNSCRIPTURAL.

he is a feel-good preacher teaching his flock to pray for MORE MORE MORE abundance.
this dude is a false teacher, teaches against what Jesus taught, and therefore is Satanic.
any preacher on TV with a huge congregation paying millions upon millions to their ministry....
BEWARE
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 15094665
United States
04/26/2012 10:49 AM

Joel Osteen, a prosperity teacher, is FALSE and UNSCRIPTURAL.
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he is a feel-good preacher teaching his flock to pray for MORE MORE MORE abundance.
this dude is a false teacher, teaches against what Jesus taught, and therefore is Satanic.
any preacher on TV with a huge congregation paying millions upon millions to their ministry....
BEWARE
Quoting: Salt

Hi Salt, I tried to compliment your beautiful statement about meditation you make in Lisa's thread.
I forgot I was banned. The abundance Jesus taught about dear readers was not the material
abundance promised by people like Joel but the abundance that comes from listening to God
within by meditation and purposely growing one's spirit in knowledge. Salt knows where to go to
hear God within.
Here is your statement:

"I'm a Christian, and a seminarian (non-catholic) who practices yoga and meditation.
the yoga is exercise only.
the meditation is being still and quiet so I can hear from God."

Salt
mmm...tasty
User ID: 1313099
United States
04/26/2012 10:53 AM

Joel Osteen, a prosperity teacher, is FALSE and UNSCRIPTURAL.

he is a feel-good preacher teaching his flock to pray for MORE MORE MORE abundance.
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this dude is a false teacher, teaches against what Jesus taught, and therefore is Satanic.
any preacher on TV with a huge congregation paying millions upon millions to their ministry....
BEWARE
Quoting: Salt

Hi Salt, I tried to compliment your beautiful statement about meditation you make in Lisa's thread.
I forgot I was banned. Here is your statement:

"I'm a Christian, and a seminarian (non-catholic) who practices yoga and meditation.
the yoga is exercise only.
the meditation is being still and quiet so I can hear from God."

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

wow, thanks Candace. :)
Cat Mouth
The laid back cat
User ID: 14870469
United States
04/26/2012 10:57 AM

It so very wrong for these mega preachers to be collecting millions upon millions of dollars and
they live like oligarchs.
Sure, they help people. They mostly help themselves though. If they truly loved humanity, they
would live modest lives and truly live as Jesus did. They send the wrong message.
They are well known people and I feel they should earn enough for protection and to host VIP's
and travel as necessary to help others. But the income they take in is a travesty.
Quoting: RutRoeHere
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Notice how the big time money making preachers preach a watered down gospel that is only
soothing to the ear while the preachers that speak truth directly from scripture have very tiny
congregations? Well i think that speaks a thousand words for the kind of gospel that is being
preached today, the kind of Christians we have today and is i sorta believe God no longer favors
this nation and has lifted his hand off America because of how wide spread this kind of
preacher/church is.
Dont get me wrong..there are some good churches out there, some good pastors that speak truth
but make no mistake about it..to find a good church or pastor is like trying to find a needle in a
haystack today. While i am a believer in God..i am not the kind of Christian to shove my beliefs
down a person's throat..so in no way am i trying to do that now but my point is..even though i am
not one of those radical Christians..even i can see the fake churches and preachers out there
today... my heart instantly tells me how people like this moron Osteen is fake and smears the real
word of God in order to gain members and fortune..he dares not speak the whole truth. I feel sorry
for preachers like this guy...he has a special place waiting for him..
This is part reason why i do not go to church or follow any one man..men will always let you down
and men will always twist things.
Salt
mmm...tasty
User ID: 1313099
United States
04/26/2012 11:01 AM

It so very wrong for these mega preachers to be collecting millions upon millions of dollars and
they live like oligarchs.
Sure, they help people. They mostly help themselves though. If they truly loved humanity, they
would live modest lives and truly live as Jesus did. They send the wrong message.
They are well known people and I feel they should earn enough for protection and to host VIP's
and travel as necessary to help others. But the income they take in is a travesty.
Quoting: RutRoeHere

Notice how the big time money making preachers preach a watered down gospel that is only
soothing to the ear while the preachers that speak truth directly from scripture have very tiny
congregations? Well i think that speaks a thousand words for the kind of gospel that is being
preached today, the kind of Christians we have today and is i sorta believe God no longer favors
this nation and has lifted his hand off America because of how wide spread this kind of
preacher/church is.
Dont get me wrong..there are some good churches out there, some good pastors that speak truth
but make no mistake about it..to find a good church or pastor is like trying to find a needle in a
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haystack today. While i am a believer in God..i am not the kind of Christian to shove my beliefs
down a person's throat..so in no way am i trying to do that now but my point is..even though i am
not one of those radical Christians..even i can see the fake churches and preachers out there
today... my heart instantly tells me how people like this moron Osteen is fake and smears the real
word of God in order to gain members and fortune..he dares not speak the whole truth. I feel sorry
for preachers like this guy...he has a special place waiting for him..
This is part reason why i do not go to church or follow any one man..men will always let you down
and men will always twist things.
Quoting: Cat Mouth

that's because money is involved with these types of churches and preachers. it is greed based.
preaching for profit. greed = evil = satanic
BG43214
User ID: 746225
United States
04/26/2012 11:03 AM
My gripe with Osteen is based on what I read somewhere about someone who went to his 'place
of worship'...or whatever he calls it!!
They said when they entered, there were NO signs whatever that this was a 'christian' place!! no
crucifix, no portraits, etc. of Jesus....nothing; just a HUGE public auditorium.........now I'm sure as
hell not a religious guy, but I thought that sounded rather strange.
Also, people like Osteen and his ilk do not really educate people about what's in the WHOLE
bible......why do none of these people talk about the book of Revelation? and bible prophecy?
surely that's just as important as the ever-going on and on and on about the four gospels!!
No, you'd never convince me that a smooth talking, good lookin' southern boy contributes
anything to the understanding of God's word.
Just his pie in the sky blathering and so on.
Sorry...seems to me you 'christians' would be better off taking a good, solid, bible-study course
instead!!
and for pete's sake, quit lining his pockets!!!
Donate to the church in YOUR town or city!! keep the money local, at the very LEAST!!!!!!!!
Wisconsin
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